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1. SUM1NARY

1.1 PURPOSE

During the past decade, maritime transport of liquid anhydrous amonia

(LNH3) on the Inland and Coastal waters of the United States (I) has

increased rapidly. Anhydrous aunonia is carried on barges as a high-pressure,

liquefied cargo in heavy-wall steel tanks, and as a low-temperature cargo

in essentially atmospheric-pressure refrigerated tanks, The;frequent

movement of bulk quantities of LNH3 on United States waters poses a potential

hazard to the public, to aquatic life, and to other shipping should there

be an accidental surface or underwater release of ammonia. Although the

explosion and fire hazard of such a spill is limited, (2,3) the h(,.alth

and pollution hazard is not insignificant.

The United States Coast Guard (USCG) recognized the need to evaluate
large accidental spills of LNH3 and, in April 1972, asked Arthur D. Little,

Inc. (ADL) to study the phenomena associated with surface and underwater

ammonia spills. The purpose of the study was to develop a thorough under-

standing of the physio-chemical behavior of ammonia/water reactions,

develop analytical models, and conduct a scaled experimental program to

verify and modify the models for use in predicting the potential hazards

due to spills of up to 3,000 tons of LNH3.

1.2 SCOPE

To achieve the objectives of this investigation, ADL established

and conducted a program consisting of four major tasks.

Task I -- Study LNH 3 Spills on Water

Task II -- Model I2413 Spills on Water

Task III- Study LNH3 Release Underwater
Task IV -- Recommend Neutralization Methods

Both Task I and Task III were conducted in three stages. First,

a series of laboratory tests was conducted with spills ol up to 2.5 liters

of liquid ammonia. Second, tests were conducted in the open in a small

Sswimming pool, with one gallon and five gallon spills. Finally, quantities

of up to 50 gallons were spilled on the water in a pond. For underwater



release, there were 0.4 gallon laboratory tests, one gallon intermediate
scale tests, ad five gallon large-scale tats. Discharge depths varied
from 4.5 inches to 60 inches.

1.3 FINDINGS

The objective of this work was to predict the vapor and water diaper-
sion hazards of up to 3,000 ton LNH3 spills on water. These predictions

are given in Appendix C.

1.3.1 Laboratory Experiments

1.3.1.1 Surface Spills

The mean partition ratio, the fraction of the total weight of spilled

aunonia that goes into solution with water, was about 0.73. In over 90% of the
experiments, the partition ratio was between 0.65 and 0.82; wcs insensitive to

quantity, rate, and orientation of spill; and was indepedent of the water

salinity (up to 3.52 NaCl) and air or water motion. In addition, restricting

the reaction area on the water surface did not cause any greA variation
in the partition ratio. A slight change in the partition ratio was observed

with changes in water temperature.

Surface spills reacted with water in a small area, and the ammonium hydroxide
formed spread out along the water surface at about 25 inches/second. The M40H
temperature was about 5* to 15*F above the ambient water temperature.

The partition ratio results and the water temperature data can be
adequately explained by a thermodynamic mixing model.

1.3.1.2 Underwater Release

When the release of LNH3 was at shallow depths and at low velocity,
there was no substantial difference in the partition ratio compared to the
surface spill mean value. In general, when the release was at depths greater
than about 10 pipe diameters, the partition ratio was between 0.85 and 0.95.

1.3.2 Intermediate-Scale Expermeits

1.3.2.1 Surface Spills

The average value of the partition ratio was about 0.56 fer both
one gallon and five gallon spills, and increased to about 0.66 for continuous
spills. The water temperature rise at the surface was about 5o to 10°F,al-
though in some tests a change of as much as 22F was observe.. The elevated
temperature lasted for about five to ten minutes.

2



Liberated vapor disartad as a cloud and passed across the instrument

ra!e, 15 feet fownwind. This wa iufciatsd by a momentary dip in the air

teperatue recorderd at the rak iwlch implies that the core of the cloud
was still cold and unmixe. Distribution of the vapor marts collected by

the impingers on the inztruw t r*ke could be reasonably fit with Gaussian

profiles. The partition ratios measurad by analyzing the pool water samples

were close to those calculated fr m vapor samples collected in the impingers.

A.3.2.2 Underwater Release

At an average value of 0.85 to 0.90, the partition ratio values were cnsi-

dertibly higher than those for surface spills. No vapor liberation could be

observed. Water surizce agitation waa minimal for release depths greater

than about 15 inches and release rates less than 15 ml/sec (about 0.25

gal/aiu). A maximum water temperature rise of about 10*F was recorded

by a set of thermocouples five inches off the axis of the discharge pipe.

1.3.3 Large-Scale Experimente

1.3.3.1 Surface Spills

The partition ratio, calculated from tests that had good impinger

data, was between 0.53 and 0.63. The partition ratio date shows a wide

Pscatter because the vagaries of the wind often caused the vapor cloud

to miss the instrument rafts. In low wind, the vapor rose rapidly.

The water te-merature in the spill zone (recorded by thermocouples at 0.5

inch tP 1 inch depth) showed substantial heating of the surface layer,

with up to 50*F increase nozed. The temperature rise was very gradual,

and reached peak temperature in six to eight minutes. The average diameter

of the surface boiling zone was about 20 to 25 feet.

Vapor cloud behavior in the wind is adequately explained by a plume

theory of vapor dispersion, and it has been zhown that the vater temper&-

tutes observed could result form an adiabatic mixing of ?ater and liquid

aumonia.

1.3.3.2 LJdidrwater Release

The results in this series of underwater tests are not much different

frcm those obtained in the intermediate size tests. A 100 to 15*F rise in

3
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water temp-r&ture was noticed. The temperature rise was in phase with

the duration of the spill, with the peak temperature being reachedjust

at the and of the spill. No substantial vapor release was observed, but

violent agitation of the water was observed directly above the release
pipe when the release depth was 36 inches.

1. 4 CONCLUSIONS

The following major conclusions can be drawn from the results of the

experimental test program and the data analysis:

1. The partition ratio is highest in the case of underwater

release and is as high as 0.95. Very little vapor liberation

occurs in the case of underwater rblease at depths from

10 inches (for small quantities) to five feet (for five gallon

releases).

2. For large surface spills, the partition ratio depends on the

spill dynamics and varies betveen 0.5 and 0.6 (uloser to

the latter) for instantaneous release on the surface. For

slow, continuous release on the surface, partition ratio

values tend to be as high as 0.66. However, for small

spills, under controlled laboratory conditions the partition

ratio values are between 0.7 and 0 35, with a mean of 0.735.

3. In the case of large surface spills, the reaction is extremely

rapid and liberates a dense, white fog of vapor, probably

containing a large fraction of aerosols, in low wind conditions.

4. The vapor puff formed is very buoyant and rises into the air

as it travels downwind. The rate of rise depends on the wind

velocity. Under low wind conditions the cloud forms a

characteristic mushroom cloud before dispersing. The path

of the cloud can be estimated with reasonable accuracy by

existing plume theories. Because of the rapid rise in

low wind, the toxic hazard at ground level is smaller for low

wind than for high wind.

5. The boiling zone is reasonably small - about 25 feet in dia-

meter for a 50 gallon spill. The diameter of the boiling zone

4
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increased as the 0.Sth power of the quantity of spill for

the tests conducted. However, based on the analysia of spread

of otter cryogens on water, we expect that a 0.375 power

relation with quantity is more appropriate for really massive

"instantaueous" spill6.

6. The ammonium hydroxide formed at the boiling zone stays close

to the top of the water surface and spreads radially at about

0.2 ft/sec. The depth of this layer is of the order of a

few Inches (at best one foot). Because of this layered spreading

of NH4OH, the hazard to aquatic life just beneath a spill site
is small.

In short, we conclude that a reasonable estimate of the partitioning

for a massive spill on the water surface would be 0.6 into water and 0.4

into vapor. The downwind vapor hazard at ground level is not as severe

as earlier believed because of the buoyant nature of amonia vapor.

The main achievements of the program have been to:

1. Show that the LNG3/water surface reaction is rapid and

confined to a reasonably small area;

2. Show that the ammonia vapor liberated is buoyant and rises

rapidly;

3. Develop a thermodynamc model that accurately predicts the

upperbound of the partition ratio for surface spills. We

feel that, though the reaction is thermally limited,

the dynamics of the spill do affect the partitioning;

4. Develop a method for indirectly calculating the partition

ratio from vapor sample measucements.

D. Develop a model that indicates that under certain accident situations,

the present design of refrigerated amonia tanks for barging is

inherently safe even if the barge sinks; and

6. Show that the continuous underwater release of LNH3 at depths

greater than ten pipe diameters results in all the liquid

dissolving in water with very little vapor production.

4



1.5 UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS

Thougl ch has been achieved in the present program, questions
have remain unanswered, either because of the si"e of the teast conduicted

or due to the difficulties in measurement. The importaut unknownas

LI are:
1. The amount of aerosol in the vapor liberatod in a surface

spill and its relationship to the mode of spill (instantaneous,
continuous, etc.) and the rise of the vapor cloud;

2. The rapid rise of the vapor cloud for a water spill as arAinst

the ground-hugging clouds, possibly due to greater aerosol

formation in land spills reported in the literature;

3. The possibility of underwater explosions in the came of

instantaneous underwater release of large quantities of LWH 3 .

(The present program experiments were limited to a continuous

release of a maximm of five gallons, and it is difficult

to extrapolate to the consequences of a large instantaneous

releage); and

4. Validation of scaling laws for the determination of the

maximum radius of the boiling zone (pool radius).

1.6 RECM MON TIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TESTS

As a result of this test program, we are now in a position to

extrapolate the findinga of this work to predict the hazard presented

by a 3,000 ton release of amonta on water. Appendix C of tWs

report contains the predictions of hazards for a 3,000 ton (about

one million gallone) release of LuN 3 on water. Hoever, because of

some of the unresolved auestions discussed above and the initial

buoyant behavior of the ammonia vapor cloud$ we feel that further

experimentation on a much larger scale would serve to increase

confidence in the analytical models and provide optimum benefits from

the overall test program. We recomnend, therefore, that a final

series of tests be conducted utilizing 3,000 gallon releaves in a



300-500 ft. diameter pond. A test program with spill quantity at

least. two orders of magnitude greater than the largest tests in the

present series would provide an excellent data base with which to

test the scaling laws and Improve confidence in theories of vapor
movement, !

[
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2. INTROUCTION

2.1 BACKGROUND

During the past decade, maritime transport of liquid -ihydrous

awnia (LN 3 ) on the Inland and Coastal waters of the United States

has increased rapidly. Anhydrous amonia is carried on barges as a

high-pressure cargo in heavy-wall steel tanks, and as a low-temperature

cargo in atmospheric-pressure refrigerated tanks There has been very
rapid growth of refrigerated transport, motivated largely by the

substantial savings in capital costs associated with onshore refrigerated

Istorage compared to pressure storage.
The frequent movement of bulk quantities of 11. on United States

waters poses a potential hazard to the public, to aquatic life, and to

other shipping, should there be an accidental release of ammonia either

on or underwater. Although the explosion and fire hazard of such a

spill is limited, the health and pollution hazard is not insignificant.

There is a definite need, therefore, to study the hazards associated

with large accidental spills of LNH3 and to develop emergency procedures3I
to neutralize the effects of such spills.

The United States Coast Guard (USCG) recognized the hazards presented

by e. spill of LNN3 on the inland waterways and felt the need to evaluate

the potentialities of such a hazard. USCG therefore initiated a

research program to study the important physical aspects of LNW3

spill on and underwater. The main ob4ectives of the study were

to conduct scale experiments and develop theoretical models so that the

results of small-scale experiments could be extrapolated to predict the

hazard caused by spills of up to 3,000 tons of LNH3.

At atmospheric pressure, liquid ==onia (LNH3) boils at about -28°F;

at a vapor pressure of about 108 psia, it boils at 60*F, The ammonia can

be as a liquid either refrigerated or at ambient temerature (under the
(1)

cssociated vapor pressure)(. Ammonia is very soluble in water, and

dissolution process is exothermic.

8
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Releases of ammonia are harmful for two primary reasons: first,

the vapor is toxic; and second, a solution of ammonia in water (ammonium

L hydroxide) is deadly to both flora and fauna.

In general, spills of ammonia will result in both dissolution and

vapor evolution, and the relative percentage of both forms depends largelyon the manner in which LNH 3 and water combine. For example, a water
surface spill leads to rapid boiling of some ammonia, ard simultaneous

mixing of the remainder with the water. Thus, in some ways, the process

is similar to spills of cryogens on water -- with the added complication

of an exothermic reaction occurring at the LNH3/water interface.

2.2 HAZARDS OF AMMONIA

2.2.1 Fire Hazard

Ammonia is not highly combustible. Its flamability limits in dry

P air are 15 to 28% (by volume). It is not known how the prerence of water

vapor affects these limits, but most likely it will tend to quench a

flame and reduce the fire hazard. Furthermore, the ignition temperature

of ammonia is relatively high (1500*F in a quartz bomb and 1204*F in an

iron bomb).

If liquid ammonia remains on the water surface for any reasonable

length of time before it evaporates, and is accidentally ignited, it

may burn. Tests by Husa and Buckely (2) in which LNH 3 was poured into

a 3-ft by 3-ft by 2-inch deep pan and ignited showed that brieaf flashes

occurred when the ignition source was brought near the liquid surface,

but that the flames could not be sustained.

There are no similar experiments with ammonia on water. Even

If we assume that LNH3 burns on water, existing correlations show

that ammonia flame heights should be lower than those calculated for

organic liquid fuel fires of the same diameter. Zurthermore, amonia

fires should not be luminous beiause no carbon ia prevent. Thus,

with less height and nonlum-nousity, ammonia fires should not radiate

as much as organic fuel fires.

9



2.2.2 E.plosicn Hazard

The accumulation of flauable NH3 vapor in an enclosure (such as

a house on the shore or in a vessel) and its subsequent ignition may

leid to an explosion. Ammonia explosions are known to have occurred

in industry. Tho force of such an explosion depends on the degree of

confinement. Buckley and Husa ( 4 ) found that the magnitude of the

pressure ratios observed in amonia explosions is roughly thrte-quarters

that Ljund for comon hydrocarbon fuels under similar conditions. Attempts

by the same authors to detonate ammonia/lir mixtures at atmospheric

F pressure have failed.

2.2.3 Toxicity Hazard

The major hazard from an ammonia vapor cloud is its toxidity, because

ammonia is an extremely irritating gas and is toxic in relatively small

concentrations. Exposure to 0.25-0.65% NH, in air for 30 minutes is

sufficient to cause death or serious injury, and most deathe from ammonia

spill accidents on the ground have been attributed to toxicity. The

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygenists recommends

a threshold limit value (TLV) of 50 ppm in air (18 mgm/m 3 of air) for

eight-hour exposures. Fortunately, the human olfactory system is capable

of detecting the presence of amnia at 20 ppm. long before the toxic

limit is reached (5 ).

Tn the case of excessive exposure, reaction of anhydrous ammonia

occurs in the upper respiratory tract and spasms, inflammation, or

edema of the larynx results. LNH3 can cause severe caustic skin burns.

Current practices of first aid include removal to uncontaminated regions,

breathing pure oxygen for short periods, and flushing skin burns and clothes
with ter (5). In case of after effects (usually laryngeal spasms)

medical examination is recommended.

2.2.4 Hazards Due to Dispersion in Water

The short-term effects of large quantities of ammonia dissolving

in water are the rise in temperature and pH level of the water. Both

of these can cause severe harm to aquatic life in the vicinity of the

10
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"he spill. The water temperature .increase could also cause pressure

buildup in sunken, slowly leaking low-pressure refrigerated tanks.

2.2.5 Explosion Hazard Due to Large Underwater Release

(6,7)
Small-scale experiments on the release of LNH3 and other

cryogens under water have determined that there is a possibility of

pressure explosions occurring underwater. The physical aspects
,. of such explosions are not fully understood at this time, but a

possible explanation lies in the hypothesis of extensive superheating

of the cryogen.

2.3 PREVIOUS INWESTIGATIONS

Few academic studies have been carried out in which one liquid

is boiled by contacting it with another hot liquid. Those that have been

reported involve steady state experiments with organic liquids over

hot mercury. They are stimarized briefly in a paper by Nakanishi and
Reid ( 6 ) . In this same paper, the available experience involving

liquid natural gas (LNG) spills is also discussed and pertinent

references given. The LNG spill studiec were carried out primarily

by industrial concerns(8,9) and by the Bureau of Mines(l0). The

major objective was to ascertain the rapidity of boil-off should

LNG (b.p. = -258°F) be spilled in an accident. Such data could be

used as input to a vapor dispersion program to predict downwind

concentrations. Rowever, another significant objective was to clarify

an unusual phenomenon first observed by the Bureau of Mines; i.e.,

in a few cases where LNG was spilled on water, a pressure explosion
resulted. The subsequent studies by Shell and Esso( 1 2 ,as well

as by NakanLshi and R'.id(6), indicated that such explosions might be

expected if the cryogen could superheat and initiate vaporization by

homogeneous nucleation.
(3

A major investigation using amonia is reported by Resplandy(13)

The tests, conducted in France, studied releases on land for three

situations; namely, liquid released from a pressurized tank, the

dispersion of vapor releasied from a pressurized tank, and the spill

of liquid anrnonia into earthen dikes.* The results froma these tests



indicated that for pressurized releass (up to 300 kg/ain from a

6-atmaphere pressure tank) a large fraction of the vapor was in the

form of aerosols of 10 to 30-micron droplets. it was also reported that

up to 401 of the liquid released flasbed, resulting in the formation
of stable aerosols. It is not very clear from the paper vlat

fraction of the vapor formed was in the aerosol phase.

At low uind coditions, the cloud rote initially to a height

of about 20 meters in a 0.5 a/sec wind, then fel1 to the ground and

dispersed at ground level. The visible vapor cloud traveled just

about 100 mters before vanishing. Further, the cloud boundary and the

boundary of the odorous region were very close. In the case of liquid

mmonia spill into earthern dykes, aerosol formation is said to have

been noticed in the first few seconds after spill. Bowever, within

a few minutes, the vapor generation ceased, leaving a stagnant pool

of LH 3 . The paper also describes the tests to cotain the vapor by

water spray resulting in no sajor improvements in the cloud travel. Also

described was a test to ignite the cloud which failed.

Small scale tests (6) involving the pouring of cryogenic liquids

such as nitrogen, ethane, LNG, etc. on a water surface indicate the

occurrence of agitated boiling at the water surface. However, when

small quantities of methane were poured on ethylene glycol (antifreeze),

there was a hiss/erack noise and evaporation sms quickly over. Laboratory

tests conducted by Reid et &i. (7) show that the LNH3 water interaction

resQmbled more the methane/glycol case than the =ethane/water case.

The vapor produced did not contain any water fog.

These results suggest that the vapor cloud from a spill of

L= on water ,ay differ from the results reported by Resplandy
(1 3 )

Bal(14) et al., for the experiments in which amonis land sptIls

were studied. For a spill of the same quantIty of amonia, the vaporiza-

tion rate on water is much greater than for a lan4 spill. This could

give a 9horter. high-concentration"puff" uhich .might travel further

downwind before disperslng safely even though the total fracticn of

amonia vaporized might be less because of solution of amoria in the

water phase. Further, limited observations W ) of land spills

12



indicate the presence of a thick white fog for large spills, which

was missing in the small-scale experiment . The fog is caused by

cooling the surrounding air below its dewpoint. This phenomenon

depends largely on the relative humidity of the air and once the water

vapor in air precipitates out, it dissolves the gaseous ammonia in

the vapor cloud. This may result in a fog which cav oe "heavy"

enough to stay close to the ground.

A few small scale underwater release test results have been
(6,7)reported . The results show that most of the ammonia dissolved

in water, under suitable conditions (4 to 5 inches release depths

for 4 ml LNH3). However, it is reported that in one test with 15*C

water a violent explosion destroyed the glass vessel containing

the water. Based on Apfel's (16 ) superheat explosion theory, it was

found that LNH3 may be superheated to a temperature of 342*K,

corresponding to a vapor pressure of 460 psia. This pressure is high

enough to cause an explosion.

Very little theoretical analysis is available in the literature

concerning the ammonia-water interaction. For the dispersion of vapor

in air and NH4OH in water, the usual air dispersion and water dispersion

models are used.

2.4 PRESENT PROGRAM

The present program was undertaken with a view to answering certain

basic questions such as: how much spilled LNH3 dissolves in water?

what is the relationship of the dissolution fraction (called the partition

ratio) to the dynamics and the quantity of spill, if any? and what

are the features of the vapor dispersion in the atmosphere and ammonium

hydroxide dispersion in water?

ITo achieve the objectives of the program indicated in Section L2,

and to obtain answers to the above questions, a three-stage experimental

program was undertaken. The primary parameter of interest in all the

experiments was the pt.tition ratio (that is, the fraction of the LNH3
spilled that goes into solution with water). The dispersion of vapor

in the atmosphere was also studied.

13



First, a laboratory program was completed in which up to 2.5 liters

(0.7 gallons) of LNG3 were spilled on the water in a small aquarium tank.

Both surface spills and underwater releases were conducted. The details

of the experiments and the results are given in Chapter 3. Second, spills

were conducted in the open atmosphere. A small swimming pool was used

to contafn the water. The vapor dispersion was measured by sampling the

ammonia vaper in air. In this series, up to 18 liters (5 gallons) of In 3
were spilled. Chapter 4 contains the details of the second stage of testing.

I Chapter 5 deribes the final part of the experimental program. The

tests were conducted in a pond and quantities of up to 180 licers (50 gallons)

aof LNH3 were spilled on the water surface. The partition ratio was es-
tmated using the measured vapor concentration in the air.

several theoretical analyses have been made to describe or predict

the various phenomena that occur following a spill of LM 3. Chapter

6 deals with particular aspects of the LNH 3 spill problem. Section 6.2

gives a vapor flash mo.tl, useful for calculating the amount of vapor

produced by flashing when liquid ammonia leaks from a pressurized

container. Section 6.3 describes a therodynamic model for the mixing

of LNH3 and water. It can be seen that the two liquids can react in

three different ways, leading to three different anaers. In reality,
~all three reactions may take place simultaneously. In fact,

some of the experimental results tend to confirm this. Section 6.4

presents a detailed heat-transfer model, to predict the pressure rise

inside an ammonia tank that ia submerged in water. Section 6.5 and

6.6 treat the problem of dispersion in air and water of omonia vapor and

ammonium hydroxide. Section 6.7 discusses two theories of the rise

of buoyant vapor in the atmosphere. It is found that one of these

theories describes quite well the rise of ammonia vapor in the atmosphere.

Section 6.8 gives an order-of-magnitude type analysis for underwater release.

Chapter 7 is devoted to the steps to be taken to neutralize an

ammonia spill area. Various methods are discussed from containing the

area with booms, to air sparging.

14



3. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

3.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The main purpose of the laboratory testing was to study the liquid

amnonia-water interaction, under controlled conditions, and to develop

an analytical model to explain such interaction. The key experimental

result was the partition ratio, i.e., the fraction of the total

weight of spilled ammonia that goes into solution with water4

However, in addition to studying the dependence of the partition

ratio on the test variables, we also tried to develop an under-

standing of the physical mechanisms involved.

The basic experimental steps were to:

1. Spill a predetermined quantity of LNH3 on water;

2. Allow the reaction to complete, and the vapor to disappear, ther

thoroughly mix the water; and

3. Titrate the water samples to obtain the amount of ammonia

dissolved in water (and hence the partition ratio).

3.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

3.2.1 Test Facility

Figure 3-1 is a schematic of the laboratory test apparatus.

The system consisted mainly of an LNH3 transfer system, a spill

system, and a test tank. mmonia was transferred as a two-phase

fluid from a storage cylinder to a separator. The vapor formed was

vented out through a hood and the saturated liquid was collected in

a spill dewar. The ammonia dumping system consisted of a pivoted

spill dewar, a tipping lanyard, and a funnel under the dewar that

had iuterchangeable discharge tubes for controlling delivery of

LNH3 to the water tank. The testing section was a six-foot-long

glass tank, 18 inches wide and 20 inches high, half filled with water.

Both the separator and the test tank were enclosed in a vented

laboratory hood having glass doors to permit observation of the spill

15
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tests. A circulating punp (not shown in Figure 3-1) was provided for

rapid mixing and draining of water in the tank.

3.2.2 Instrumentation and Measurement

A listing of the techniques used and the parameters measured

during the tests is in Table 3-1. Phenolphthalein was added to the

water to obtain a qualitative indication of annonia concentration

and its extent in the test volume. In several of the tests, concentra-

tion gradients in the water were measured with pH probes. Following

each test, the partition ratio was obtained by titrating samples of

the final mixed solution from the tank.

Temperature profiles for both the liquid and vapor phases were

recorded, through four high-speed thermocouple channels (about 20

milliseconds response) and three slower-speed channels, on a multi-

point recorder. (The time between printing of each point was about

3.6 seconds.) One high-speed channel was attached to the spill discharge

nozzle to provide a spill initiation reference. A second high-speed

channel was attached to thermocouple Rake A, and the remaining two

high-speed channels were attached to Rake C. For some tests, Rake A

and Rake C were combined to form Rake D, a three-tharmocouple rake

with three high-speed channels. The three-thermocouple read-out

on the multi-point recorder was attached to a common Rake B.

Photography has provided a permanent visual record. Many tests

were recorded with real-time movies, while for others the high-speed

Fastex camera was used. A series of 35 mm stills was taken of

each test, particularly during the latter stages of the test program.

3.2.3 Test Procedures

Preceding each test, the water tank was flushed several times to

remove any residual traces of ammonia and then a phenolphthalein solution

(typically 15 ml of a solution of 2.5 g of phenolphtbalein to 100 ml

of ethanol) was added to the clean water.

After the thermocouples were checked, the exhaust hood was secured,

17
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Table 3-1

Laboratory Test Techntues and Parameters

CONCE UTTION

Gradients - Phenolphthalein Indicator, pH Probe

Final Mix - Titration

TEPERATURE - LIQUID (VAPOR)

Nozzle - 1 Ri-speed

Rake A - 1 Hi-speed

Rake B - 3 Multi-point

Rake C - 2 Hi-speed

Rake D - Rake C + Rake A

PHOTOGCAPoY

Real-Time Color Movies
Slow-Motion Color Movies

Ultra-Slow-Motion (Fastex) Color Movies

35 mm Color Stills

i8



and the area cleared of non-test personnel, azmonia was transferred

frcm the storage bottle outside the test building into the spill

dewar. This transfer was accomplished by opening a valve in the neck

of the LNH3 bottle and, controlling the flow with the needle valve

in the transfer line, filling the graduated spill dewar to a predetermined

level. With the dewar filled, a countdown was begun and the thermo-

couple recorders and cameras were started at predetermined intervals

before the actual spill.

Each test was initiated by tipping the spill dewar with a lanyard,

so that the LNH3 dumped into the spill funnel flowed through a dis-

charge tube onto the surface of the water. The rates and angles of

LNH 3 discharge were controlled by the size and angle of the discharge

tube below the spill funnel. Tevperature recording and photographic

surveillance were usually maintained for abocut five minutes following

completion of the spill. (Depending on spill tube size and spill

quantity, a spill was normally completed within 15 to 45 seconds.)

At five minutes into each test, mixing of the tank was initiated.

A mixing period of two minutes was allowed - although visual observa-

tion of the dye and temperature measurement indicated that mixing

was, in fact, essentially complete after about 40 seconds - then analysis

by titration.

The total quantity of ammonis dissolved in the water was AeterminedI from the measured concentration of sinnonia in the final mixed solution

and the known volume of the final mixed solution. This, in turn, was

divided by the initial spill quantity to obtain the partition ratio.

3.3 SURFACE TESTS

Eight grcups of testa were conducted to determine the dependency
of the partition ratio on various physical parameters. Figure 3-2

shows the relationship of the five test categories in the laboratory

test program. Several test parameters were varied for each category

to study possible i".luence on the partition ratio.

19
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F
3.3.1 Group I - Basic Effects

The Group I tests were conducted to investigate the basic effects

of spill quantity, rate, and method of delivery. The tests are listed

in Table 3-2. In this group, spill quantity ranged from 800 to 2400.ml;
spill rates were varied from a nominal 50 ml/sec (from a 3/8-inch

diameter discharge tube) to a nominal 100 ml/sec (from a 1/2-inch

diameter discharbe tube); and the spill angle was either parallel

with, or vertical to, the liquid surface. We felt that Group I

would be the key to establishing good base data and understanding

the liquid-ammonia/water-surface interaction. Thus, a relatively

large number of tests (22) were conducted in this group.

Table 3-2 lists calculated partition ratios that are plotted in

Figure 3-3 as a function of spill quantity and plotted in Figure 3-4

as a function of spill rate. The results show that the partition
ratio is essentially independent of spill size, spill rate, or angle
of delivery. With two exceptions, all experimentally determined parti-

tion ratios fell between 0.65 and 0.82, or within x 0.11 of the

0.74 mean value. The two tests that did not fall in this range were

rerun. and then did fall within the cxpected values.

The fact that considerable difference in the ammonia delivery

method seemed to have little effect ort partition ratio suggested

that the partition ratio might be limited more by thermodynamic consldera-

tions than by surface reaction rates.

Test observation and the test movies indicated that amonia

~evap)ration occurred in a rather small boiling zone, the diameter

of which could be roughly measured by observing surface waves and

the location of the vapor cloud leaving the surface. Outside of this

small zone, which typically seemed to be about eight inches in diameter,

little vapor generation was noted. Surface temperature measurements

and the phenolphthalein dye both indicated a warm layer of fluid,

evidently aqueous ammonium hydroxide, propagating along the surface

away from the boiling zone. Typical values for the thickness of the

21



Table 3-2

Group I Spill Tests

Spill Small TubeSpill Quantity Diameter Spill Partition
Date No. (in) Amie Ratio

10/19 805 3/8 0 0.70
10/24 2 770 3/8 0 D. 65

3 810 3/8 0 0.67
10/26 4 800 3/8 0 0.72

5800 3/8 90o 0.76
T900 3/8 0 0.66

7 750 3/8 0 0.72
11/1 8 810 3/8 0 0.68

9 900 1/2 0 0.72
11/6 10 10 3/8 0 0.75

11 1600 1/2 0 0.80
11/8 12 1550 3/8 0 0.81

13 1560 1/2 0 0.95
14 1740 3/8 90 0.61

11/13 15 1600 3/8 900 0.76
16 1590 3/8 0 0.74

11/15 17 2600 1/2 0 0.73
11/16 18 2300 3/8 0 0.78

19 2350 3/8 go2 0.82
12/6 20 1650 Trip Pan 0.68
12/7 21 1700 3/8 90 0.75

22 1700 3/8 900 X 72

mean 0 . 735
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layer ranged from two to four inches. The dye propagated much faster

horizontally than vertically. Figure 3-5 shows two photographs

of a spill. The dye dispersion and the boiling zone can both be

clearly seen.

Temperatures were measured for all tests in the liquid near the

surface, and also in some instances in the vapor space. Figure 3-6

shows a typical liquid temperature vs. time history at 1/8, 3/8,[ and 7/8 inch below the liquid surface. The p 3tted test had 1550

ml of a-onia spilled through the 318-inch diameter flow nozzle

parallel to the liquid surface. The measurement point was 23.5 inches

downstream from the spill point (downstream implies the injection
direction of the spill). As shown by the plot, a rather abrupt rise

in surface temperature occurred approximately three seconds after

3pill initiation. High-frequency temperature variations occurred I
during the spill (about 25 seconds), particularly near the surface.*

This phenomenon appears to be associated with wave motion induced by

the spill. After completion of the spill, the temperature variations

were much smoother, which suggested a much smoother NH4OH flow. Typically,4!
a maximum 50 to 10*F surface temperature rise was noted following

o spill.lt

It was possible to plot the propagation of the leading edge
of the warm ammonium hydroxide layer leaving the spill zone from

photographic and thermocouple records. Figure 3-7 shows that the

front had a mean propagation velocity of about 0.22 foot per second.

This plot seems to roughly correlate with other observations

indicating the radius of the boiling zone to be about eight inches

(at zero seconds).o !

fr *The temperature trace for the 7/8-inch depth was manually replotted I
from another chart. In this process, some of the high-frequency j
components may have been lost; however, in general, temperatures
measured at greater depths exhibited less change and less high-frequency
oscillation.
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3.3.2 Group II - Temperature and Salinity _ffbcts

The Group !I tests were conducted to investigate the influence

of water temperature and salinity. Table 3-3 lists the three tests

of this group - two to investigate the influence of water temperature,

and one to investigate the influence of salinity. Before each high-

temperature test, the water was nominally* at 940 F; prior to the low-

temperature test, the water was 37*F. In previous tests, water

temperature had varied between 450 and 60*F. Common salt (NaCl) was
added to the test water to achieve a salinity comparable to sea water

(3.5%).

Figure 3-8 shows the partition ratios obtained in this set of

tests. Note that the partition ratio was not significantly affected

Iby either water temperature or salinity. However, high temperature

water tended to give a slightly lower partition ratio. This observa-

tion is in keeping with theoretical calculations. (See Section 6.2.)

Although water temperature had no major effect on the partition ratio,
the surface temperature rise (in the propagating NH40OH solution)
outside the boiling zone was much less at higher water temperatures.

This result, shown in Figure 3-9, also correlates with predictions of

the theoretical analysis.

3.3.3 Group III - Containment Effects I
The Group IIi tests were conducted to investigate the influence

of containing the spilled ammonia (and/or propagating ammonium

hydroxide layer) or both the liquid-ammonia/water-aurface reaction

and the partition ratio. Containment was achieved by: 1) restricting

the spread of H4OH to a fraction of the total tank surface area with

a plywood baffle across the water tank; and 2) conducting spill tests

*Nominal water temperatures for each test were measured with a

mercury in glass thermometer prior to closing the hood and transferring
the ammonia into the spill dewar. Typically, about five minutes
might elapse between measuring nominal water temperature and the actual
spill. During the high-temperature test, some surface temperature drop
occurred between measurement of the nominal temperature and the actual
sill time (so the surface temperature at the spill initiation was closer
to 90*F than to 94*F).

-9 29



Table 3-3

Group II Spill Tests

Spill Spill TubeExpt. Quantity Diameter Spill Additional PartitionDate No.. (Ml- -an) Angle Variable Ratio

12/19 23 1575 3/8 0 water @ 94*F 0.63
24 1700 3/8 0 water @ 370F 0.69

12/20 25 1700 3/8 0 3.5X N&Cl 0.72

mean 0.68
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in a six-inch diameter beaker. Table 3-4 lists the data for the six

tests conducted in this group.

Figure 3-10 shows the partition ratio data, which indicates

that putting a baffle at either station 27 (37% of the tank left

available to the spill) or at station 42 (58% of the tank left available

to the spill) had no appreciable effect on the partition ratio. A

beaker test, with a total area even smaller than that previously

observed as the boiling zone in the tank, also did not significantly

influence the partition ratio. However, the reproducibility of the

beaker spills was not as good as it had been in the larger tank.

Figure 3-11 shows the temperature data from one of the beaker

tests. Note that during the test the temperature meaeured in the

vicinity of the surface was colder than the initial water temperature;

while below the surface the temperature was somewhat warmer than the

initial temperature; and at about the midway level in the beaker the

temperature is uninfluenced by the superimposed layer of ammonia and/or

ammonium hydroxide. This type of vertical temperature profile probablyA
occurs because of stable stratification of the liquids, with the layer

of coldest LNH3 at the top, followed by a slightly warmer (but never-

thelexs heavier) NH4OH solution, overlaying the water. The vertical

diffusion of the NH4OH solution is very slow, as can be seen by ther photographs in Figure 3-12.1

3.3.4 Group IV - Interface Reactions

The Group IV tests were conducted to study the influence of

water and air motion on the ammona/water-surface reactions and the I1resulting partition ratio. Another variable studied in these tests

was the effect of isolating the liquid surface downstream of the spill

to determine if any appreciable portion of the dissolved ammonia

resulted from vapor/liquid reactions remote from the actual spill

zone. Table 3-5 lists the tests and data of this group.

Figure 3-13 shows the test facility modifications required for

M-
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I

the Group IV spili tests. A transition anction was placed in the ventV hood, so that the air flow induced by the exhuast fan would pass directly

over the water tank and tend to purge the surface of arnia vapor.

!'f (In prior teats, air flow had been arcund the tank, but not across,

the water surface.) A horizontal baffle was placed approxintely

one inch below the liquid surface, and the inlet and suctin

lines from the circulation pump wore modified to induce water motion

at the surface. With these modifications, it was possible to achieve

an air velocity of about 15 feet per seco.d and a water velocity of
about 0.5 foot per second. The water surface outside the spill $one

was isolated from the test area by placing plywood sheets on the water,

except for about eight inches on either side of the spill zone.I Figure 3-14 shows the partition ratios obtained in these test.

Note that almost all of the experiments had a partition ratio of

0.67. This is slightly less than the mean of 0.74 obtained in the

uminodifled experiments. However, neither air motion, nor water motion,

nor surface isolation affected the partition ratio to any substantial

degree when considered separately.

3.4 uMnWATEf ThSTS

Nine underwater tests were conducted to detarmine the influence

of submergence and spill mode on the partition ratio. Table 3-6

lists the data for those tests.

A gravity head device was used for twro tests, and a pressurizedI transfer device was used for the other tests. Figerq 3-15 showvs

scheatics of both piecas o! apparatua. The gravity bead device was

an extension of the spifl tube used in the previous s-urface tests.

- However, it was limited to shallow depths, because boiling in the su---

merged portion of the tube resulted in slow discharge response (i.e.,

rapid subsurface aconia discharge did not occur for about 30 to 45

seconds after liquid aonia bad be-pn dumped into th' spill funnel).

Further, to nsure a consistent outflow of liquid a nia, it was

necessary to bend the nozzle upuard so that bubbl" forming nar the

40
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end of the nozzle would enter the water rather than back up into the

discharge tube. The pressurized discharge apparatus was not depth

limited, nor was it necessary to bend the discharge tube upward to

ensure positive outflow.

Note that the partition ratios obtained with gravity discharge

(at a depth of 5.5 inches below the water surface) are not very different

from the partition ratios obtained with the surface spills. This

agreement may be due to the shallow release depth, because the ammonia

vapor may not have had time enough to dissolve. Thus, the results
may be similar to those with surface boiling. However, w-th deep
discharge, most of the ammonia vapor was dissolved by the water.

Table 3-6 lists the increased partition ratios obtained for pressurized

releases under water. Note that the partition ratio is high for

pressurized release even at relatively shallow depths (except for

one test). This may be due to better mixing caused by the high velocity

jet that issues from the end of the pipe during such releases.

3.5 FINDINGS

3.5.1 Surface Spills

The partition ratio seems to be essentially a constant, not

influenced by changes in a number of physical variables. Specifically,

we observed that:

* In over 90% of the tests, the partition ratio was between

0.65 and 0.82. In almost all instances, where data was

outside this range, test reruns resulted in ratios within the

expected range.

* Observation of the test tank indicates that evaporation veemed

to be confined to an eight-inch zone surrounding the spill.

Phenolphthalein dye and temperature measurements showed that

a warm layer of ammonium hydroxide propagated from the spill

zone along the water surface. The layer was about an inch

thick, and its surface temperature was about 5' to 10*F above

the initial water temperature.
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* Within the range of the experiment, the water temperature did

not seem to have a strong effect on the partition ratio,

although for higher water temperatures a smaller temperature

rise was measured in the propagating layer of ammonium hydroxide.

a Neither the partition ratio nor the physical model just described

seemed to be strongly affected by variables which might be

expected to influence interface heat and mass transfer, such

as: spill quantity, spill rate, spill delivery angle,

air and water motion, or salinity.

a Restricting the total area of the spill site did influence

propagation of the ammonium hydroxide layer, but if the evapora-

tion zone remained unobstructed, there did not seem to be any

marked affect on either the evaporation process or the parti-

tion ratio.

e When the area available to the spill was reduced to less than

the nominal eight-inch boiling zone (such as in the beaker

tests), the upper layers of the ammonium hydroxide solution

underwent a temperature reduction rather than the temperature

rise previously noted. However, although the partition ratio

varied more in these tests, the average value was not greatly

affected.

3.5.2 Underwater Release

We observed that:

" When the release was at low velocity and close to the water

surface, there was no substantial change in the partition

ratio compared with the mean value for the surface spills.

" When the release was at high velocity, and at depths of four
t and nine inches, the partition ratio values increased and

were much closer to 1.0. This may be 3 consequence of increased

turbulence and hence better mLxing caused by the high velocity

jet of liquid ammonia exiting from the tube. Also, the
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increased residence time of the vapor in the water (due to

great depth) results in redissolution of vapor in water,

giving a higher partition ratio,

3.6 DISCUSSION

It appears that the partition ratio for small-scale tests is not

very dependent on the physical or dynamic variables in the experiment

and remains nearly constant - within a reasonable experimental scatter -

at an average value of 0.735. The mode or total quantity of surface
release do not seem to influence the partition ratio. This holds

true even when the spread of NH4OH is restricted (as during the beaker

and baffle tests). On the other hand, underwater release below a

certain depth seems to increase the dissolution of NH3 vapor and

thereby increase the partition ratio.

In the Group IV tests conducted with slightly changed apparatus,

the partition ratio was consistently at 0.67. It is not clear whether

this was due to airflow over the watar surface, or water motion, or

both. However, the 6% decrease in partition ratio from that of the

surface tests might very well represent some experimental problems

rather than any physical phenomenon.

The analytical model presented in Section 6.2 predicts a partition

ratio of 0.735 for a 70*F water. Most of the experiments were carried

out with 50*F to 70F water, and the agreement between experiment

and theory is remarkable. This indicates that the reaction between

small quantities of ammonia and water is purely a thermodynamic

phenomenon and is independent of other kinetic and dynamic variables.
The maximum temperature of the NH4OH solution measured is a

function of the initial temperature of the water. The temperature

rise is about 15*F for water at 35*F and almost zero for water at

900F. Note, however, that the temperatures were measured at

about three to four reaction-zone diameters from the center of the

spill. Temperature measurements made in the reaction zone did not
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give very meaningful results due to the extremely noisy data stream

caused by violent boiling and agitation. The thermodynamic model

predicts that the temperature rise of Nhd40H (14*F for 32*F water,

and no rise for 70*F water) is a function of the water temperature.

The measured and predicted values agree fairly closely.

Visual observation of th5 NH40H layer sptead indicates that it

spreads horizontally with a mean velocity of about 0.22 foot per

second, as shown in1Figure 3-7. The vertical propagation of N4OH

is minimal. Based on visual observation of the vertical diffusion

of a dye marker during the first few seconds after a apill, we calculate

that diffusivn coefficient for ,NH40H is between 0.1 and 0.2 cm2/sec

(0.4 to 0.8 ft2/hr).

IiI
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4. INTERMEDIATE SIZE EXPERIKENTS

4.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of the intermediate-scale tests was to measure both
the partition ratio and vapor concentration in air, simultaneously,

on as large a scale as possible. By doing so, we intended to see if

the partition ratio could be predicted by measuring the integrated

vapor concentration in air.

The small spill quantities and unnatural environment of the

laboratory tests (a constricting of-the hood and vertical air move-

ment in the vent) precluded meaningful measurement of vapor concentra-
tions in the gas phase. Conversely, during any large-scale spill it

is not possible to directly measure the partition ratio, because

of the difficulty in obtaining a uniformly mixed water sample. There-

fore, indirect methods were needed to determine the partition ratio.

These experiments were based on the premise that it would be possible

to estimate total vapor flow by obtaining vapor samples over a specified

time interval with collecting devices at a few locations downrind of the

spill. Comparing the estimated total vapor mass liberated during a

spill with the quantity of Lt4H3 spilled on water would allow calculation

of the partition ratio. This value of the partition ratio can then

be compared with the value obtained by titratlng samples of the thoroughly

mixed water on which the LNH3 was spilled.

4.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.2.1 Test Facility

Figure 4-1 shows the essential features of the test facility: a

swiming pool, a vapor-sampling instrument rake, and a spill bucket.

The aluminum-sided, plastic-lined swimming pool - 20 feet in diameter

and 2 feet deep - was buried in the ground so that its top was just

above ground level and the pool water surface was at about ground level.

The IM i 3 transfer system, tipping mechonism, discharga nozzle, water

circulating pup, and drain loop were vary similar to those used in the
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laboratory test facility. The pocl was generally filled with water

ustng a fire hosn connected to the city water supply. Howeqer,

the water from an adjacent pond was used for some of the early

tests. The test facility was located on the testing grounds of

Arthur 0. Little, in--.

4.2.2 instrumentationL

Vapor concentration measurements were made with impinger (sniffer)

devices mounted on a cross-shapaA rake, as shown in Figure 4-2,

generally placed aba~it 15 feet downwind of the pool center. The

rake also contained thermocouples to measure amm uia vapor temperature.

ftol water temperetitre s were also recorded.

F The iimpinger, shown in Figure 4-3, draws a metered flow of air

through a boric ac!4d solution, vh1#11 dissi~tves aspirated ammonia vapor.

The mass of d-issolved NOcan be determined later by laboratory titra-

tion techniauee. A steady a'ir flow of 2.3 liters per minuate through

the device was ma:ntaitned -at least for the duration of the ammonla

vapor flow over t1he rsks -by conn-ecting the impiugers outlets

to vacuem tanks.

I= addition to the above general ar-rangement ofapparatus and
instvuments, the following modifications wre mmade tb perform the

surface and underwater relesses of liquid azmnonia.

4,2.2.1 Surface Spills

Both one-gallon and five-gallon surface spills were performed.

Trho spill bueket and tippin arrangement used in the one-gallcn tests

is shown in Figure 4-.1. This arrangement was identical to that

used in the laborardry tears. 'See 'Figure 3-1.) A special bucke,

ahon in F'igure 4-4, was fabricated for the five-gallon surface apill1
teeta. The bucket had a faucet to facilitat#-.e slow release of LWU3
(Continuous spsilla).

tmeprature.5 were measured approximately two feet downstream ofl the

As ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~0 shw f iuo -a he ±_i eprtre n w a
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spill point. Pool temperatures were measured at 1/8 inch, 1/2 inchi

and 3/4 inch below the water surface. Vapor temperatures were measured

at about one inch and two inches above the water surface during the

one-gallon spills, and at three inches and 12 inches above the surface

during the five-gallon spills. In addition, five vapor temperatures

were measured at the downstream rake.

4.2.2.2 Underwater Release

Figure 4-5b shows the thermocouplearrangement used during the

underwater release erperiments. Figure 4-6 shows the special release

system built utilizing a one-gallon pressure vessel (stainless-steelIfire extinguisher), a 3/8-inch stainless-steel ball release valve, and
0.5-inch ID stainless-steel submerged release tube. A similar system

employing a smaller release valve and a 0.364-inch ID submerged

release tube was also fa-ricated.

The pressure vessel was filled through a T-fitting attached to the

release valve, and once the tank was filled to the desired liquid

level, the supply was valved off at the T. The relea3e valve was

also closed to allow a pressure rise in the tank. At about 15 psig,

ammonia was released through the submergea tube into the pool.

The depth at which the liquid was released was varied by raising

or lowering the submerged pipe.

Nine underwater thermocouples were placed 1.75-inch apart at

E the spill site, and were monitored during the underwater relea. 4s.

One thermocouple above the water surface was also used. (See Figure 4-5b.)!

For all tests, wind velocity and wind direction ware measured,

adjacent to the pool, with an anemometer and a direction vane. How-

ever, only graduated-dial readouts were available, rather than graphical

strip recordings. Colored movies and 35 mm stills were made of all

tests. Some tests wee recorded on infrared film. Underwater color

movies were made of certain subsurface tests.
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Table 4-1 lists the techniques and numbers of parameters measured

during these tests.

4.2.3 Procedures

4.2.3.1 Surface Spills

After the pool was filled with water, the thermocouple assembly

was placed in position, and the impinger rake was positioned downwind

along the mean wind direction. The vacuum tanks were evacuated,

and liquid ammonia was transferred to the spill bucket. When the proper

volume of liquid had been transferred, and the wind was in the proper

direction, the test countdown was begun.

About 60 seconds before the spill, the temperature recorders

were started, and at five seconds before the spill, the impinger

suction was started with a solenoid-operated valve. The LNH3 in

the spill bucket was emptied onto the water surface, all at once in

the case of instantaneous spills, and slowly through the faucet

in the case of continuous spills. After the vapor cloud had disappeared

and about 10 minutes had elapsed, the water in the pool was mixed

thoroughly by operating the water recirculating pump for about 15

minutes. Five water samples were taken, each from a different point

in the pool, for laboratory analysis of dissolved namonia content.

The ammonia vapor dissolved in the impinger boric acid solutions was
also analyzed.

4.2.3.2 Underwater Release

The procedure was similar to that used for surface spills, but

LNH3 was transferred to a pressure tank. The tank and contents were

weighed continuously and when a pre-set weight of LNH3 (15 to 18 lbs)

had been transferred, the transfer was terminated. Because the pressure

tank was uninsulated, the pressure would immediately start to rise.
141hn the pressure inside the tank reached about 15 peig, the test count-

dot-n vas begun. When the wind was oriented correctly, the vessel's

valve was opened and LNH3 was released underwater. The impingers were
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Table 4-

Intermediate Size Techniques and Parameters

Surface Underwater
-Teests Tests

Concentrations

Mixed Liquid in Pool 55

_LDownstream Vapor Samples 7 7

Teptures

0Liquid 39

Vapor over Pool 2

Downstream Vapor 5

Photogranhy

Color Novies

Infrared Movies

1 35 =n Stills

Wind

Velocity

Direction
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switched on at the same time, and the rest of the procedure was

similar to that described for surface tests.

4.3 SURFACE TEST FINDINGS

4.3.1 One-Gallon Surface Spills

Only instantaneous spills were tested in this category. The

data and results are shown in Table 4-2. The average partition ratio

is 0.5 (0.552 if only the results with city water are used) compared

to the 0.735 obtained with laboratory spills of comparable spill

quantity. ZFigure 4-8 shcrs these partition ratios plotted against

spill quantity. A discussion of the above results is deferred

to Section 4.6.)

The temperature data obtained in the tests are given in Table 4-3.

Note that within about a second after the spill the temperature recorded

by the immersed thermocouples dropped to nearly the LNH3 temperature

and then began to rise. The temperature increase (of 5* to 10*F

above water temperature) continued for three to five minutes. For

one test, 22'F above water temperature was reached. The vapor phase
thermocouples followed a similar pattern. However, in many cases
the maximum temperatures indicated by the vapor phase thermocouples

were 200 to 400 F above the air temperature. Such values are considerably

higher than the increases shown by the water thermocouples. The

thermocouples an the instrument rake (15 feet downw-ind) recorded ambient

temperature except when the ammonia cloud passed over the rake. This

occurred in many tests, and the temperature in the cloud was indicated

to be between 15* and 20*F lower than air temperature. Such low tempera-

tures lasted for only about one to two seconds, indicating rapid

passage of the cloud past the rake. (Unfortunately, the recording

instrument to which rake couples T1, T2) and T3 were connected did

not record the event because of its slow response time and noncontinuous

printing.) For all cases when the cloud passed through the rake the

temperature indicated by a thermocouple at a higher elevation

lower than the temperature indicated by the one beneath it. (This

phenomenon is shown better for the five-gallon spills.)
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I Table 4-2

One-Gallon Surf~ace $-,III Tentts

spill
Spill quautity Spll Partition Water

Date No. (liters3t Fnnel Ra tio Source

6/1 1 32

6/8 1 35 .0Pn

6!11 1 2.50 0 .4.5 Pond

6/14 1 3.50 - 0.51 City WaterS I6/14 2 3. SL 1/2r 0,49 City Water
6/14 3 3.50 -0.65, City Wateri i6/15 1 3.50 0.- v5 6 City Water

6/15 2 3,50 0.55 City Water

Mnean ~ Z5

City water M,52

1Note: 1 gallon -3.6 litres

RA
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Figure 4-7 shows plots of the total mass of the NH3 vapor collected

in each impinger. Figure 4-7a shows the distributions of vapor collected

along the horizontal beam three feet off the ground, and Figure 4-7b

shows vertical distributions. The figure also shows the best possible

Gausaian profiles that pass through the experimental points in each

experiment.

4.3.2 Five-Gallon Surface Spills

A set of eight experiments were conducted with spills of about

five gallons; six were instantaneous spills, and two were continuous

spills at 65 ml/second. Table 4-4 gives the details of the tests in

this category, such as spill quantities, partition ratio measured,

etc. Note that the average partition ratio for an instantaneous spill

is less than that for a continuous spill. Figure 4-8 shows these

partition ratios, together with those obtained for the one-gallon

spills.

Table 4-5 shows the temperature data obtained for the five-gallon

tests. Note that the vapor phase thermocouples were three inches and

12 inches above the water level. The temperature data are very similar

to those obtained for one-gallon spills. The large inceease in vapor-

*- * , * phase temperature, compared to a relatively small change in water

temperature, can be clearly observed.

Figure 4-9 is a plot of both vapor-concentration impinger data

and best-fit Gaussian curves. Note that for the vertical distribu-

tion the maximum concentration occurred, in two experiments, at an

elevated level rather than at ground level. This corresponds well

with the temperatures recorded by the vertical array of thermocouples.

The lowest temperature was recorIed by the 10-foot-high thermocouple

during passage of a cloud. Thi 4eems to indicate that NH3 vapor

rises rapidly in the atmosphere during dispersion.

4.4 UNDERWATER RELEASES

Seven underwater tests were conducted, each releasing about one
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Table 4-4

Small Scale Tests Above Water

Spill Avg. Spill Wind
Quantity Partition Rate in Speed

Test (litres) Ratio ml/sec in mDh Typ

7/19-1 17.55 0.592 Instantaneous 5-6 Above
E!

7/19-2 21.45 0.707 Instantaneous 5-6 Above

7/20-1 19.50 0.637 61.5 0-5 3/8" pipe

7/20-2 21.45 C.686 61.5 0-5 3/8" pipe

7/23-1 17.06 0.543 Instantaneous 10 Above

7/23-2 19.50 0.526 Instantaneous 10 Above

8/3-1 21.00 0.597 Instautaneous 0-5 Above

i 8/3-2 21.00 0.430 Instantaneous 0-1 Above

mean = 0.59

Mean for instantaneous

spill only 0.566Ii Mean for continuous iI
spill only 0.662
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gallon of LNH at depths between 14 and 18 inches below the water
surface. Table 4-6 gives the details of the tests. During the

process of release, only minimal agitation of the water surface was

noticed, except when the release was at seven inches. In that case

the water surface was punctured with mini fountains (four to five

inches high), which were almost directly over the release point.

Some "crackling" sound was recorded and the ground very close to the

edge of the pool rattled, as if there were a small earthquake.

The recordings of the crackling noises, made with a hydrophone in

the pool, have not provided any useful information.

Note that the measured partition ratios are all very high,

indicating almost total dissolution of the LNH3 in water. In

fact, in the first two tests, he impingers did not register any

ammonia vapor at all. Therefore, in subsequent tests, no impinger

data were taken. The low values of the partition ratio obtained for

the first two tests were probably due to incorrect sampling of

the water after the test. (The pool water was not mixed well before

samples were obtained for those tests.)

The water temperature was measured using a bank of thermocouples

along a vertical line about five inches from the exit of the underwater

discharge pipe. (See Figure 4-4b.) Figure 4-10 shows typical

records of the temperatures for 14-inch release depth and 7-inch

release depth. These indicate that, close to the point of release, large

temperature variations occurred. Although very low temperatures were

recorded close to the release point, the high te!mperatures occurred

only above the release point. Also, the maximum increase in temperature

at any point seemed to be not mor than about 10*F, while up to 30°F

drops have been seen. The latter temperatures may be due to cold LNN."3

being released In the vicinity of the thermocnuple. No particular

patter) can be ascribed to the temperature variations with time.

However, there is a definite decrease in the effect as one goes farther
fr-m the release point. The thermocouple in the air recorded a more

disturbed temperature profile that varied as much as 15°F.

The spread radius was estimated from movies.
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4.5 ANALYSIS

From the impinger data, we can calculate the total vapor mass

as follows:I iii
m(y,z) moles of vapor collected at the location y,z on theI

instrument rake at distance x

where

y direction normal to the wind direction and parallel
to the ground

z vertical directiop

and

m(y,z) dy
Ay Area under the measured y-molar distribution = jzd

Iy + C
A Area under the measured z-molar distribution /m(y,z) dz

Assuming that the distributions in other regions of the y-z plane

are similar to the measured distributions, it can be easily shown that

the total mass of vapor liberated is

AAU -y z(-l

Mv q m(YZ)
0 0

i mo]ecular weight of NH3

q - constant suction rate

U wind velocity

In Eq. 4-1, m(yo ,z) represents the value of moles of 3NH

vapor cl ilected by the impin~er at the comon point between the

vertical and horizontal arrays, Once the mass of vapor is calculated,

.hen the partition ratio can be calculated with

V
P 1 - (4-2)

33
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Table 4-7 shows the calculated values of the partition ratio,

made using the impinger data of selected tests by the above method.

These are compared -with the partition ratio values obtained from

water sampling. Note that for the tests where the cloud hit the

instrument rake squarely, the mass of vapor liberated in the Fpill

could be estimated fairly accurately. A comparison of the values

of the partition ratios both calculated and measured indicates that

in most cases they agree reasonably well.

Note that the mass of vapor calculated by Eq. 4-1 is quite sensitive

to wind velocity. During the pool experiments, wind velocity was not

measured accurately. The numbers for wind velocity given in Table 4-7

are best estimates, based on readings from a meter. It is, however,

encoiraging to note that even if the wind velocity was actually

slightly different from the above-quoted values, the mass of vapor

estimated would be correct within a factor of 2 for the worst case.

Table 4-8 indicates the same vapor concentration data in terms

of the standard deviations of the best Gaussian profiles that fit the

distribution data. The mean values of the horizontal standard devi-

ation3 (ay) are 1.7 feet and 3.7 feet for the one-gallon and five-gallon
y

spills, respectively. Similarly, the values in the vertical direction

(a ) are 2.2 and 2.9 feet respectively. These values are comoared with
Z

the values of a's estimated from Pasquill-Gifford curves for a distance

of 15 feet from the source. (See Figure 6-17.) Table 4-9 lists

both of these values. The agreement is reasonably good. This indicates

that probably the regular vapor dispersion models could be used to

describe the NH3 vapor dispersion. (This subject is discussed better

in Section 5.5 in the light of large-scale experimental data.)

No systematic and meaningful analysis of the temperature data could

be made. A general discussion of the implicatiors of the results of

temperature measurements is given in the next section.

4.6 DISCUSSION

There is a definite patteru to the partition function r.asults.
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The partition function is high, close to 0.9, when the LNH3 is

released underwater and is low, about 0.57, when a large quantity

is released instantaneously on the water surface. When the release

is continuous and on the water surface, the partition function

ranges from 0.66 to 0.7. These results conform to what one might
expect, based on the physics of the release proble.

In the case of underwater release, the LN-H and the vapor generatedI 3
have enough time to completely dissolve in water. The vapor that

is generated at the point of release dissolved during its travel upward

through the water. Hence, the partition function is high.

In the case of a large instantaneous release on the surface,

two phenomena may be occurring simultaneously. One is the boiling

of saturated LNH3 to produce saturated armonia vapor, while the

LN H3 and water reaction also contributes vapor. The other phenomenon

is the aerosol formation, as fine drops of amonia are thrown up

into the air by the brief but violent agitation that occurs during

the surface boiling process. Because of this, the total quantity of

liquid that goes into solution with water is low and the partition

ratio is small. We observed that the mean partition ratio of the

surface spills was quite below that obtained in the laboratory experi-

ments. We speculate that in the laboratory experiments the confining

walls of the test tank may have alloed liquid ammonia droplets to

condense from the vapor and return to the liquid, resulting in an

increased partition ratio.

The very low partition ratios obtained when pond water was used

in the pool may be due to the initial high pH of the water (resulting

in lowe- amounts of LH 3 in solution). However, because the pond
"3

t ater was not analyzed before the tests, it is hard to give any definitive

reasons for the observed low values. In the continuous release case,

the partition ratio value is between the underwater and surface spill

values, for obvious reasons. In fact, the partition ratio for the

continuous release is closer to the predicre value (see Section 6.2)

of 0.73 based on the thermodynamic mixing model.
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Immediately after a surface spill, the thermocouples in the water

showed a marked temperature decrease, with the one nearpqt the surface

indicating the lowest temperature. Within 15 seconds, the temperacuu.

was everywhere above the ambient and slowly rising. i\ maximum

temperature was reached in two to three minutes, with the top thermocouple

again showing the maximum value. In many experiments, the maximum

was about 120eF, a value very close to the maximum (1220 F) predicted

by the second adiabatic mixing model (see Section 6.2). The observable

reaction was complete within about 5 to 10 seconds, whereas the rise

in water temperature continued for about two to three minutes and

stayed at the high temperature for over five minutes before starting

to decrease. This slow increase in water temperature is probably the

result of a slow reaction of concentrated NH4OH solution at the water

surface with the layers of pure water below. Once the boiling had

stopped, the mixing was brought about by molecular diffusion,

and this is a long-term process. The persistence of the high water

temperature at the surface is due to the slowness of natural cooling.

It is interesting to see that not much lateral mixing takes place,

even though hot water (or the NH40H solution) is less dense than the

surrounding water.

The temperature rise recorded by the thermocouples in the vapor

phase seems to be more or less In phase with water thermocouple results.

Initially there was a sudden decrease in temperature - to almost -270 F

- and then a steady rise. The low temperature was indicated only for

about 1 to 1.5 seconds. This is probably the result of tbe passage

of NH3 vapor past the thermocouple. However, the maximum temperature

registered by these thermocouples is far above the value registered by

the water thermocouples, though the maximum readings occur at about the

same time and persist as long. Also, in many cases the thermocouple

farther away from the water surface (two inches above or 12 inches

above) indicated higher temperatures. than the one nearer to the water.

The reasons for this behavior are not known precisely, but there are

various possibilities. One possibility is that a small drop of NH3,
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water, or concentrated NH40H solution thrown up into the air by the

boiling process lodged itself on the thermocouples and the reaction

between the various radicals was completed on the thermocouple bead.

Though the temperature rise can be explained by this "model," the

duration of temperature rise cannot be explained because LNH3 and water

react rapidly any time they are mixed together. A more likely possibility
is that of a reaction between a droplet of water on the thermocouple
bead and a continuous stream of vapor that is being libergted from

the water surface during the slow reaction process in the water mass.

In this case, one cannot only explain the high temperatures recotded

(adiabatic reaction of NH3 vapor dissolving in watetr results in very

high mixture temperatures) but also the duration to attain these

maximum values. It is, however, noteworthy that in all experiments,

except one, the maximum temperature rise above the ambient value recorded

by the vapor phase thermocouples was never more than 52*F. This

value is the maximum rise possible by the adiabatic mixing of LNH and

water (see Section 6.2, Model 2). However, for the adiabatic dissolu-

tion of gaseous ammonia (GNH3) in water, theoretically the mixture

temperature can almost reach the temperature of boiling water (212'F).

Though the exact nature of the reaction that brings about such a high

temperature reading of the vapor phase thermocouple is not known, we

experimen-.ally verified that is is not due to any ionization phenomenon

caused by charged NH3 vapor flow over the dry thermocouple bead,

The temperatures indicated by the thermocouples on the instrument

rake are useful to the extent that they indicate the passage of the

cloud past the rake. The entire cloud passed the rake within a matter

of two seconds. (Because one of the recorders used for measuring

these temperatures was of the integrating type, with durction of

integration considerably longer than two seconds, no temperature change

was registered by the printout of this recorder.) For many tests,

the temperature indicated by the highest thermocouple was less than

the temperature read by the couple beneath it. In the same tests

the vapor-concentration impinger date also indicated a maximum at
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the top impinger. Thert results indicate that the center of the cloud

was far above the ground surface and was still fairly cold (indicating

the presence of partially mixed GNH3 ). It also indicates that the(3
cloud rises rapidly during the process of dispersion.

The relative agreement between the vapor mass flow estimated

from the impinger data and that obtained from water sampling indicate

that it is possible to estimate the partition ratio from measure-

ments of vapor concentration in air. However, note that the calcula-

tion of the partition ratio is very sensitive to the accuracy of the

wind velocity data and that the instrument rake be hit squarely by

the cloud. Therefore, while in principle it is possible to obtain the

mass of vapor flow by time-integrated concentration measurements,

cooperation by nature is very essential to assure success in this

method. Results shown in Section 4.5 also indicate that the standard

deviations (or dispersion parameters) for the measu.red concentvations

could be reasonably predicted from existing merthod*i in the literture.
A complete discussion on the dispersion results Is given in Section 5.

A The temperatu-re results of the underwater tests indicate that

the maximum temperattire change occurs near the exit section. The

maximum increase in water tempera.ure is not more than about 10F,

whereas no temperatures were les thlan 300F below water temperature.

Since no details of the NNHOH concentration could be measured,
the temperature data by itself does not give much quantitative informa-

tion. Hoever, the partition ratlo was not very affected by the release

at 7 inches oz 14 inches depth. In both casen zhe release

is at a depth greater thin 10 times the diameter of the discharge

pipe. The result is in qualitative agreement with the result of the

simple ordar-of- goitt.a. theoretical analysis presented in Section 6.8.
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5. LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS

5.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of the large-scale field test program was to obtain

downwind ammonia-vapor concentration data from as large a test as

practical in an unconfined, natural environment. It was hoped that

such data (in addition to that collected from the intermediate size

experiments) would allow extrapolation to, and prediction of, the

downwind vapor concentrations to be expected from releases of LNH3 amounts

ranging up to and including 3,000 tons.

These experiments were based on the premise that a certain portion

of the N13 vapor cloud might dissolve in water as the cloud traveled

considerable distances downwind over open stretches of water. In

addition, it was assumed that the vapor-sampling d -ices (which provided

adequate data for indirectly calculating the partition ratio for the

intermediate-scale experiments) could also be relied on to provide

adequate data for large-scale tests.

5.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

5.2.1 Test Facility

The large-scale experimental program was conducted on a pond,

located at Space Research Corporation headquarters, along the United

States-Canada border. Seven 8-foot by 8-foot instrumentation rafts

and an 8-foot by 8-foot spill platfurm, with 25-foot by 4-foot walkway)

were constructed on the pond and anchored in the configuration sh3wn

ia Figure 5-1. A partial side view of spill platform and iaft A are

shown schematically in Figure 5-2. The instrumentation r:its were

outfittad with cross-shaped instrument rakes that supported eight

impinger devices, as shown in Figure 5-3. As for the intermediate-scale

tests, the impingers on ainy one rake were connected to a set of vacuum

tanks with vacuum tubing containing in line limiting orifices. The

use of solenoid-operated valves and underwater power connections to

each raft allowed the entire systeoi to be remotely activated from
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shore just prior to an LN4 release.

5.2.2 instrumentation

Figure 5-3 shows the details of the vapor sampling instrumentation

set-up for the seven rafts (designated rafts A-G as in Figure 5-1).

In addition to this arrangement of vapor sampling apparatus, the

following additions and modifications of instrumentation were made

to perform the surface and underwater releases of LNH3.

5.2.2.1 Surface

In all, ten surface releases of LNH 3 were performed. Three
five-gallon spills were made to correlate the data with that obtained

from the intermediate-scale tests, and seven were 50 gallon

spills, made to provide additional data for this phasc of the project.

The five gallon spill tests used the specially fabricated bucket

from the intermediate-scale tests. The details of this bucket and

its associated mechanisms were shown in Figure 4-4.

The 50 gallon spill tests wera conducted with a similar apparatus,

using a 55 gallon-capacity insulated steel drum. A support rope held

the drum during filling, and a rubberized cable was added to lessen

the shock to the drum during the sudden tipping and dtuping of the

contents. The floating foam block previousl:' used to indicate the

volume of fluid in the spill vessel was replaced by a yardstick, so that

the depth of liquid could be noted just prior to a spill.

In addition to the vapor-concentration measurements, five liquid-

temperature measurements and two vapor-temperature measurements were

made during some of the experiments. lIquid temperatures were measured

0.5 to 1.0 inch below the water surface. Vapor temperatures were

measured six feet abuve the water surface approximately 60 feet and

117 feet downwind of the edge of the spill platform. Figure 5-4 is

a schematic of the underwater thermocouple position during the surface

release tests.
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5.?.2.2 Underwater

Four underwater releases of five gallons ot ammonia were m~ade

0-th a specially fabricated 2.5-cubic-foot capacity welded-steel

pressure vesseJ and appropriate plumbing. F'igure 5-5 shows the

layout of the underwater release system, including a l.5-inch
1D PVC pipe connected to a 1.5-to-O.5-inch reducer, to which a length

of 0.5-ir.:-h ID pipe is attached at a depth of five feet. Similar

systems with discharge depths of three or five feet were also fabricated

with pipes of constant 1.5 inch diameter.

The spill vessel was filled by placing it, minus external plumbing,

on a scale and adding LNH3 until the desired weight was reached. The

vessel was then positioned and connected to the piping system and

allowed to warm until the internal pressure had increased to about

20 ps'1g. Then, the ball valve was remotely opened and LNU3 was

released.

5.2.2.3 Other Instruments

Wind velocity and direction were measured during sl& tests with

IR an accurate, sensitive anemometer and directio-n-vane sensor system.C calibrated and connected to a high-specd strip-chart recorder. All
but two spills were recorded with 16 mw color movies (during one

= test the camera power system malfunctioned, and during ancther the

camera ja ed). Tn addition, 315 mm color stills were taken. Table

5-1 lists the test measurements.

5.2.3 Procedures

The tlest procedures for both su.rface and underwater releases

were sinilar to those used in. the intermediate size ex-perim-ents.

only minor changes - dictated by the location and siz~e of the

experiments -were made. These primarily were heca.i~e the pond water

could not be thoroughly mixed and sampled as the swimming pool water

had been.
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Table 5-1

Large-Scale Test Ieasurenents

Surface Underwater

-Tests Tests*

Concentrations

DowwRtream Vapor Samples 8-56 8

Temperatures

Liquid 5 5
Domstrear Vapor 2 -

Sound 1

Photography

Color Movies
Infrared Movies
35 mm Stills

Wind

Velocity
Direction

*Not all measurements were made for every test.
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5.3 TEST RESULTS

5.3.1 Surface Spills

In all, three five gallon and seven 50 gallon instantaneous spill

tests were conducted in this series. Table 5-2 summarizes the test

data, ambient conditions, and vapor cloud behavior during the tests.

Wind velocity data were obtained by timing the vapor cloud movement

in the movies, as also from the chart records. Table 5-3 shows the

wind characteristics obtained from strip-chart records of wind velocity

and direction (measured by the anemometer and the direction vane).

The table indicates the variable character of the wind.

Figure 5-6 shows typical water-temperature data obtained during

3 50 gallon test. The water temperature was considerably higher

than was observed during the intermediate-scale tests. However, during

the five gallon spills of the large-scale tosts, the maximum tempera-

ture increase over the initial water temperature recorded by the same

set of thermocouples was about 50 to 60F. Note, however, that the

line of the thermocouples for the latter case was about five feet

from the center of the five-gallon spill bucket. Therefore, it is likely

that the thermocouples were not within the boiling zone.

The radii of the boiling zones were measured primarily by scaling

from the movies. Figure 5-7 shows a plot of boiling zone radius

as a function of the spill quantity. Because of the difficulty

of exactly locating the edges of the boiling region (due to vapor-cloud

overlap) a range of values has been given. The plot shows that the

estimate of a five gallon spill spread from the large-scale tests

does not seem to agree with that from the intermediate-scale size tests.

The impinger data from several typical tests (5,6,8, and 13)

are shown plotted in Figure 5-8 through 5-10. These represent the

data from 50 gallon (nominal) spills obtained under both very high and

very low wind velocity conditions. Figures 5-8a and 5-8b show the

horizontal and vertical distributions of the vapor mass collected at
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raft A. (The figures also ihow the best-fit Gaussian curves,

wherever possible.) Similarly, the other figures show the horizontal

distributions for the second and third row of rafts. Figures 5-9a

and 5-9b show the vertical distribution data Just of those rafts in

the second and third row through which the vapor cloud passed. The

figures indicate that for the tests in which the wind velocity was

high (tests 8 and 13) the horizontai distributions can be reasonably

represented by Guassian profiles. For low wind velocity (tests 5 and

6) the distribution seems to be quite different from Gaussian, and

tends to be more uniform for the rafts at the same distance from the

source. Also, in general, the concentrations of NH3 vapor collected

were much lower for the tests with low wind that those with high
wind. The vertical distributions show that during high wind veloci-

ties the peak concentration occurred at a lower altitude than during

low wind. However, non-uniform distributions also occurred= especially

at low wind speeds. (See tesz 5 in Figure 5-8b.)

It is clear from the vertical concentration distribution data,

obtained during the present series of experinents, that the a .onia

vapor plume rises above the water surface as it disperses downwind.

This has also been confirmed by observaticn of the visible vapor

cloud movement in the test movies. The rate of rise of the plume

also seems to depend on the wind velocity and the size of the spill.

Fig-oire 5-11a Rhows the positions of peak concentration values obtained

from the vertical distribution of Raft A impinger data, 
plotted against

wind velocity. (The values from other raft- in the second and third

row have not been plotted because of the uncertainties in their "peak"

values.) The thzoretical predictions based on plume theory are also

shown. (The details of this theory are given in Section 6.7. Figure

5-11a suggests that to explain the observed variation of the peak

concentration ?ositicn with height, allowance has to be nade for the

possible presence of aerosols in the vapor cloud. However, there is

considerable data scatter. The cloud motions were observed fr- the

movies and the ;zotion of each puff center over the different rafts
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was noted. Figure 5-11b shows the heights of the cloud Lei.ters

over the three rows of rafts. The theoretical predictions based on

plume theory are shown on the satae plot. (A discussion on the results

is given in Section 5.5.)

Some general qualitative observations made from the movies

can be summarized as follows:

" In quite a few tests, during the spread of LNH3 on the water

surface an uneven spread could be observed; that is, the

spreading pool edge was not a uniform convex front, but had

long elongated "fingers." Tnis may have been caused by che

dynamics of the spilling process.

* The cloud formation was rapid, and in all cases the cloud

hit the first raft. Characteristic mushroom cloud forma-

tion was seen under low wind conditions. The clouds dispersed

by a rapid rise at the top of the mushroom, followed by a

stretching of the stem of the mushroom. The stretched

cloud seemed to pass over the rafts.

" The vapor cloud was visible for a longer duration (further

distance traveled downwind) when the atmospheric hu.idity was

high.

* The vapor cloud did not exhibit any special affinity for water

by dispersing close to its surface. In fact, the tendency

for the cloud to rise in the atmosphere was very evident.

" After the vapor had completely disappeared, a distinctly

visible pool spread on the water surface at the spill position.

This pool was distinguishable from the surrounding water by

the lack of small surface waves and slightly different optical

reflective properties. It is very likely that this represented

the spreading NH4OH solution.
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5.3.2 Underwater Release

Four underwater teats were conducted. ApproximAtely five gallons

of LNG3 were released in each of the tests about four feet below the

water surface. The temperature in the water was measured at five

locations. Figure 5-5 shows a schematic of the thermocouple loca-

tions relative to the mouth of the discharge pipe, as well as the

general arrangement of the underwater release apparatus.) Both 0.5-inch

and 1.5-inch discharge pipes were used, each in two experiments.

Table 5-4 lists the experimental data, together with some observa-

tional remarks, for this test series. Note that water temperature

could increase by as much as 50*F (though in one case it was about

70*F), and that for the smaller-diameter pipe discbarge, the maximum

temperature observed was much lower than when the discharge was

from a large pipe diameter. This may indicate that the rate of discharge

is important for the type of reaction that can occur between water and

LNH 3. No vapor was sensed by the sniffers in the first raft, nor

did observations of the area directly above the release point indicate

any vapor clouds. Only violent bubbling and agitation of the water

in these regions were noticed. The thermocouples close to the release

pipe seemed to first indicate temperatures as low as 00 to -3*F

(probably liquid ammonia) and then begin to indicate increased tem-

peratures.

5.4 ANALYSIS

5.4.1 Partition Ratio

raft over which the vapor cloud passed, using the method described

in Section 4.5. Table 5-5 lists the calculated partition ratios and

dispersion variance parameter values for the impinger data. The

latter were obtained by fitting the best Gaussian curves, wherever

possible, to the impinger data for the horizontal and vertical arrays.

It can be seen from the table that the partition ratios are far from

being unique. In fact, in some cases the vapor masses calculated from
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the impinger data are very small compared to the mass of liquid

spilled. in general, high partition ratios were obtained for those

experiments in which the wind velocity was very low. This indicates

that, for such cases, the major portion of the cloud missed passing

by the impingers and the readings obtained by the impingers were

due to the residual vapor that passed by them. (See the remark about

the passage of the stem of a mushroom cloud in Section 5.3.1.)

Table 5-5 also indicates that the partition ratio values calculated

from the data of the first raft seem to be -ithin reasonable limits

(between about 0.5 and 0.7 for a maiority of the experiments),

but no definite pattern can be ascribed to the data of the second-

and third-row rafts. It is known from observational data that in

almost all the tests the cloud hit the first rafts almost squarely,

yet did not necessarily hit the rafts in the second and third rows.
This information, coupled trith the large differences in the partition

ratio obtained from second- and third-row raft data, is a further

indication of the rapid rise of the vapor cloud in the atnosphere.

5.4.2 Impinger Concentration Dstribution

i Most of the horizontal distribur .ons could be reasonably fit by

Gaussian profiles. The variances obtained from these profiles are

given in Table 5-5, along with the dispersion parameter (a) values

obtained from the Gifford-Pasquill curves (see Figure 6-17) for the

appropriate atmospheric type and the dcwwnd raft distance. A

comparison of the measured a values and those obtained from they

Gifford-Pasquill data are shown in Figure 5-1. Note that the measured
a 's tend to be slightly higher for the near raft and smaller for the
Y

second row raft than the Gifford a 's. For larger distances, this

difference seems to be reduced. Also note that the latter values

were obtained by extrapolating the Gifford curves, wbich bave a values

listed only for distances greater than 100 meters. Hence allowance

must be made for possible errors in extrapolation. Considering

this uncertainty, the agreement seems to be quite good.
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In the case of vertical distribution of the mea-sured impinger

data, the Gaussian profile seems to be more an exception than the

rule. The most likely explanation for this behavior is tha rapid

rise of the cloud at low wind velocities. In fact, note that in

Table 5-5, the agreement between measured and Gifford a zvalues is

good only for tests in which the wind velocity was high (about

10 mph).

F. . 5.4.3 Ammonia Vapor Rise

The path of the center of the vapor cloud2 liberated by the LIH 3
spill an water, can be described by the theor-ics of vapor cloudI dispersion in the atmosphere discussed in detail in Section 6.7.
Essentially, the cloud can be treated either as a maintained
plume or as a puff of vapor, Both theories are applied to describe

the ammonia vapor cloud dispersion, and their results are then compared

with the exuerimental obsetvation.

For comparing the predictions anid experimental values of vapor

cloud rise, the folloing experimental values are used:

M - mass of liquid ammonia spilled ~- 284.5 pourds

p -partition ratio

Rmax - maxirmum radius of spread =12 feet

t -duration of evaporation -10 seconds

T - ambient temperature (60"F)

x -distances to the rafts - 21, 55, and 110 feet

gM acceleration due to gravity cc32.2 feet/second2

The physical property values for both liquid ammonia and the

Isaturated vapor are taken from Appendix A. The following atmoo-pheric

conditions ar*a dau-ned for the sake of calculations:

11 = wdizd velocity - 3 mph -11.73 feet/second

k potential temperature gradient - 0.01 'K/meter

P *4enAity of air -0.07488 Thin/ft 3

P- den~sity of sa~urated ammonia vapor at atmospheric pressure
.0 5 5 .5 6 m ! t1 

2



Hence, we have, assuming no aerosol formation,

Pv
i- density defect - 0.258
a

V -I total volume of vapor generated - 18 x 0.4 x 284.5 2050 ft3

5.4.3.1 Predictions 2rom Plume Theor (See Section 6.7.2.1.)

Because of the expanding character of the pool source of ammonia

vapor, we assume

r F - buoyamcy flux =
rt

- buoyancy length 5 = 0.336 feet
11.732

using equati.on 6-56 we have, with 0-1,

z - 0.795 x2/3

The heights of the vapor cloud predicted by this theory for x values

of 21, 55, and 110 feet are 6, 11.5, and 18.3 feet.

W W- TJ = Brunt Vaisalla frequency - 0.0185 radians/second

I' Ii1L73S -stratification parameter = 336 x 0185 1891.

Hence, from equation 6-61

z. maximum plume rise height 0.336 x 1891 2/3 51.4 feet.

1 Approximate downwind distance within vhieh this height is reached is

x* - 443 feetF
5.4.3.2 Predictions from Puff Theory (See Section 6.7.2.2)

B-4 2Bi M buoyancy volume released - VgA 17030 ft4/s

c C -buoyancy length - Bi 11.12 ft

Aacuming aK = 0.3 and using equation 6.62 , we have

z - 6.86

- 121
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The heights of the vapor cloud predicted by the above equation bytthis theory for x values of 21, 55, and 110 feet are respectively31.5, 51, and 72 feet.S =stratification parameter - 1.2x.15 5
Assuming again a - 0.093 and aK - 0.3, we have from equation 6.65

t z 273 faet

W ~This height is reached first at a distance x* givan by eQ'ation .6.66

x*=1790 feet.

We compared the values predicted by the above two theories with

the experimental values as shown in Table 5-6. The values in the

table indicate that the continuous plume theory seems to correlate

with experimental data extremely well. The experimental data plotted

in Figure 5-1210 (visual observation data) indicate that height

decreases inversely with wind velocity. This is precisely the law

for the continuous plume theory, rather than the puff theory in which

the height goes down as the inverae square root of the velocity.

Results computed for other wind velocities at the three raft positions,

based on the plume theory. are shown in Figure 5-12b.

Similar calculations of cloud rise made with plume theory,

assuming two different percentages of aerosol in vapor (0% and 20%)

are shown in Figure 5-12a and arp compared with those obtained fromI. impinger data. The coiaparison indicates that maximum concentration

data could probably be explained if we allow for aerosola in the vapor

cloud.

5.4.4 Comparison of the Vapor Concentration Data with Predicted Values

In this section, ae show a method of calculating the vapor concen-

tration downwind. The analysis uses the results of a -apor dispersion

model shown in Section 6.5 and the plume rise theotry indicated earlier.

The results obtained are then compared w-ith the experimentally obtained

Nil3 vapor concentration. For the calculations, the following data
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Table 5-6

Comparison of Exerimental & Predicted Clond Height Values

Height of the center of
Ivapor cloud predicted by

Downwind I
Distance Experiment Plume Theory Puff Theory Remarks

(Feet) (et) (Feet) (Feet)
21 6-8 6 31.5 Observed values

of test #13
55 10-12 11. 5 51 are used.

110 15-18.5 1. 72

Maximum 55 273
plume rise

height at x 1790 ft at x = 443 ft
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are assumed:

Quantity of spill = 4.0 gallons

Partition Ratio = 0.6

Distance of raft downwind
at which the vapor
concentration is to be
calculated " 55 feet

Wind velocity = 7.5 mph = 11 feet/second
Impinger suction = q - 2.25 liters/minute
rate M 1.324 x 10-3 feet3/second

Fraction of aerosol
in vapor M 0%

Hence mass of vapor liberated = m = 40 x 5.69 x 0.4 - 91.04 pounds~V
From Figure 5-1ib, the height
(z ) of the center line of the

0vapor plume at 55 feet from the
spill center - 15 feet

Gifford values of dispersion parameters from Figure 6-17 for

atmosphere B are: a 1 10 feet, a = 7.5 feet.~yz
Assuming that the wind is steady, and that the maximum concentra-

tion at any downwind location occurs in the same spatial position during

the passage of the cloud, we can derive the following relationship

between the moles of vapor collected by an impinger at height zi,

directly downwind.

From Section 6.5, the concentration of vapor at any location (y,z)

at a distance x downwind can be adequately represented by

2 2 2(YY(z-z° (Z+z°

m~~yxTy (t-x/U) 2 2  r 2,2 2o2 5a1)
c(xTy , r(x) az(X) 2 y e z + e z

and m 3 C(xyzi,t) dt (5-2)
0

where

m = moles of vapor collected by an impinger

m - rate of evaporation of vapor (a function of time)
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I- c z vapor concentration (in density units)

yo,z = position of the maximum concentration

t time

q impinger suction rate

p molecular weight = 17 gms/mole - 0.375 pounds/mole.

Assuming that the peak concentration occurs at the position oi the center

line of the cloud, we can show that
! _ (z-Z o)

yz

Substituting the values with z = 21 feet

(21-15) 2
we get M - 91.04 x 1.324 x -  e 2 x 7.5 90 x 10- 5 moles (5-3)

.l10 x 7.5 x 11 x 0.0375

This value is compared with the experimentally observed value (see

Figure 5-9a) of 60 x 10-5 moles. The cheoretical value is about 50%

more than the experimental vlue. Wind direction is vever steady

in the atmosphere. This might be one reason for lower mass collected

by the impinger. Also, because the raft is floating, the impinger
direction may not have been parallel to the wind direction, leading

to lower mass of NH3 vapor collected. it is also possible that the

impinger itself was sucking air at a rate less than 2.25 liters/minute

(because of the long tubing in the vacuum line), Other possibilities

are discussed in Section 5.5.

5.4.5 Spill Radius

The maximum spill radius measured as a function of the spill quantity

is shown plotted in Figure 5-7. Note that a straight line, of slope

0.8 on the logarithmic plot, correlates most of the data. However,

If the same power law with volume is assumed to hold, then the radius

of a 3,000 ton spill would be about 36,000 feet - a highly improbable

number. Hence care should be exercised when the small-scale test

results are extrapolated to large-scale spills. A theoretical model
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has been worked out and reported elsewhere (17)to predict the maximum

radius of spill for the spread on water of instantaneously released
liquid natural gas. The results of the analysis are as follows:

1/8

R (5-4)

[V T/4 5)tP M0.674[G 5,

where

V = volume of spill

y - linear liquid regression rate (assumed to be a constant)

G - affective gravity = g (I - )
(I Pwater•

t - time to complete the evaporatione

The 3/8 ths power law variation of radius with spill size is also

plotted in Figure 5-7. Note that the line seems to correlate the

large-scale field observations. Based on equation (5-4) and the

experimental results of the 50-gallon tests, we find the "liquid

regression" rate (y) to be 2.8 inches/minute. Using this value, the

time to complete evaporation, calculated from equation (5-5) is 9.5

seconds. This time is compared to the experimental values of between.

five and 11 seconds. The agreement seems to be very good. Using .he

above formulae for prediction, a 3,000-ton instantaneous spill of

LNH3 on water would spread to a maximum radius of about 475

feet and evaporation would be "omplete in about 120 seconds.

5.5 DISCUSSION

The partition ratios have been calculated from the impinger data

using the "mass balance" method. The validity of this method for

obtaining partition ratios has already been tested in the case of

intermediate-scale tests. The method gives reasonably accurate values,

provided the impinger data are good and wind velocity is known with
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good precision. (See Table 4-7.) In the large-scale tests, the

partition ratios calculated vary from a low of 0.497 to a high of 0.98.
The latter high values have been obtained in tests where either the

impinger data are peculiar or visual observations indicated the passage

of the vapor cloud above the rafts. The logical concluqion is, there-

fore, that in such cases a major mass of vapor did not pass through

the impinge-s, resulting in high values of the partition ratios. How-

ever, in the tests where the wind was good and the bulk of vapor cloud

passed through the rafts, the partition ratios are reasonable, giving

credenca to the method of calculating the vapor mass from just the

time-integrated, spot-sampled vapor concentration data. Recall that
the major assumption in this method of calculation vapor mass is that

the concentration distribution profiles everywhere in space, at a given

location, must be similar. This assumption should be reasonably valid

for steady wind conditions. Even in cases where the wind meanders

very much, the above assumption will be valid, provided the time

of passage of a cloud at any given location is small compared to the

period of meandering of the wind.

The Gaussian nature in the distribution of the vapor concentrations

(impinger data) is clearly indicated in the sample data shown in

Figures 5-8 through 5-10. The horizontal distributions conform to

the Gaussian better than do the vertical distributions. In the low-

wind tests, very peculiar vertical distributions have been noticed. As

explained earlier, the main reason for this is the passage of the cloud

well above the rafts. Another reason may be the movement of the

rafts (which are floating) during the cloud passage resulting in the

impinger mouths being not in line with the wind direction. While

the possibility always existed that the wind direction was not always

parallel to the impinger Intake tube, the movement of the rafts
within the duration of the passage of vapor cloud is so small as not

to materially affect the impinger data.

The plume rise data has been shown in two graphs. One of them

has been obtained from the peak concentration locations in the z direc-

tion distribution of impinger data. In view of the comments in the
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previous paragraph, it is very lkely that these peak location data

are not very accurate. In fact, the z direction distributions seem

to be reasonable only for the first raft. Figure 5-11a is based on

this data. This plume rise data has to be compaxed with that obtained

from observations of the visible cloud behavior (plotted in Figure 5-11b).
The two figures give the impression that the maximum vapor concentra-

tion occurs below the center of the visible cloud. However, before

accepting this as always being the case, note that the data are

really insufficient to draw any conclusions. In fact, the impinger
data are time-integzated values of concentration and therefore may

not reflect the true position of the peak concentration during the

cloud passage. Also, there are other uncertainties in tbe z direction
impinger data, as discussed earlier.

The plume theory predictions agree with the observation data

(Figure 5-11b) very well. In addition, the experimental data and the

plume theory have the same power-law relationship with wind velocity.

This agreement with "plume" theory, instead of with "puff" theory is

intriguing, because in the experiments the vapor was observed to

disperse in the form of a spherical cloud moving downwind rather

than as a plume. However, it is likely that in spite of the fact

that the vapor seems to be liberated in the form of a puff, the time

duration of 10 seconds (for 50 gallons) is long enough for the

vapor to move as a plume. It is quite uncertain how the vapor liberated

by a really massive spill (occurring in an extremely short period) would

behave. However, application of puff theory to the prediction of the

movement of cloud originating from an atomic blast, has proved to
be very successful (1 )

Because of the location of the source at ground level, the surface

boundary layer wind structure is important in the dispersion of the vapor.

The wind velocity in this surface boundary layer varies from zero cn

the ground (small but finite value on the water surface because of

watcr movement) to an essentially constant value at the top of the

boundary layer (of height 50 to 100 meters). A plume rise model incor-

porating the variable character of the wind has been worked out, but
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because of lack of information on the verticai. velocity distribution

of the wind, no comparison cpuld be made with experimental vapor clotid

rise observations. Iioweeer, the simple plume theory has pr'edicted the

expetimental observations quite well. In obtaining the "predictions,"

the mean pool radius was assumed tc be 0.707 of the maximum pool radtus

and the partition ratio was assumed to be 60%.

T:; explain the results shown in Pigure 5-11a by the plume theory,

one has to assume a large fraction of aerogol * up to about 20%

by weight, in the vapo?.. Even though it iz likely that t~he vapor
liberated has considerable amounts of aerosol, 20% by weight seems to

be rather a large fraction. (Unfortunately there are no direct

measurements of the amount of aerosol ifl the vapor cloud.) It is

therefore concluded that visual observation data give the beet ind4Ca-

3 tion of the "Locatior of the peak vapor concentration.

The dispersion par-ometer values Was) obtained from the experimental.

data and those obtained from Gifford curves are plotted in Figure 5-12.

Note that Gifford curves were developed from a large number of

§ tracer experiments with continuous sources. Also, Gfodcurves

are given only for distances greater than 100 meters. For comparison

with the experimental data, these curves have besn extrapolated to

the raft distances, which are much closer than 100 meters. Also,

the atmosphere type for the days of the experiments were inferredI
from the sunshine data, the type ofvind, ki-ads of clouds, etc. Since-

these are all subjective information, it is possible to makc some
errors in judgmwent and mts.constrva the class of the atmosphere.

Considerin- all these problems, thle agreement between experimental

and Gifford-=dispereion parameter values are qute excellenz. There-

fore, for predictina the NHI vapor conceatratious, Gif ford values can be
used.

A possibili."ty egists that all the aiuioupheric clIastvaa ipdicatedI

4n Table 5-5 are inccea.When a cold vapor such so satotrated

Nil3 vapor disperses crqer a water surface, it may create its own local

i-.version condition in the at~osphere. Since disperuion of the cloud
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of vapor depend. r to a considerable extent on the local atmospheric

condition, and since inversion represents a stable situation, it is

feared that the viapor cloud may not disperse as quickly as expected.

However, experimental observations do not seem to justify these fears.

The dispersion example worked out in Section 5.5.4 shows agreement

between the predicted concentration and the ex ,'rimental value.

Note that a simple continuous point source formla was used in the

concentration prediction. Thus, the answers are expected to be valid

for distances greater than about two times the maximum pool diameter

from the pool center. The example shown in Section 5.4.4 indicates

an error of about 50% in prediction. Though this error seems to be

high, it is not unreasonable considering the fact that we are comparing

two numbers which are the time integrated values of the concentration.

Experimentally, there are many variables, the important ones of which

are the wind velocity and direction. The assumptions made in the

dispersion model as to the steadiness of the wind may not be that

accurate. However, that the predicted and experimental values agree

that closely is in itself a proof of the adequacy of the dispersion

model to predict reasonably accurate concentrations.
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6. THEORERTICAL ANALYSES
6.1 INTRDUCTIOIN

in the previous chapters, several experimental results have been
presented, analyzed, and discussed. In this chapter, several theoretical
analyses are given vhich are relevant to the prediction of hazards

I presented by a spill of liquid ammonia on water. These analytical

models provide a foundation for suitably extrapolating small-scale

experimental date to bigger scale spills that might occur due to an

accident.

Section 6.2 is a discussion of the vapor flash model, vhich

provides a bamis for calculating the amount of vapor produced when

4iqu'Ad ammonia from a pressurized tank leaks out to the atmosphere.

Section 6.3 presents a thermodynamic mix'ing m~odel for the mix-ing

I~ of wtonia and water, 'where it can be seen that vpdte different

answers are obotained depending on whether ammonia mixes with water

Ior vice versa. In an actual spill, both types of miximg may take

I place. The results of the model are the partition ratio and the

- I temperature of the mixed solution.

I Section 6.4 contains a detailed heat transfer analysis, made to
obtain the pressture-time relation for the tank pressure of a liquid

ammonia tank submerged in water. Sueh a situation may occur following

Ithe collision of an ammonia barge and its subsequent sinking.

Sections 6.5 and 6.6 present a compendip. of models for the
dispersion of ammonia vapor in air and ammonium hydroxide in water; i.e.,

the various formulae used in different situations, rather than detailed

derivations. Most of the formulae have proved accuraite for predicting4various other gas dispersions and water pollutant concentrations.

rise theories, which are based on the analysis of tbe motion of a buoyant

cloud of gas.
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An underwater release reaction theory i5 presented in Section

6.8. Thiv model in based on an anology between the behavior of turbulent

flames and LN-H3 Jet.

6.2 FLASH MODEL

Ammonia is transported as a liquid, either under pressure at ambient

temperature, or at atzospheric pressure as a cryogenic liquid. When the

pressurized liquid is released, a fraction of the liquid vaporizes

very rapidly and escapes into the atmosphere. The remaining liquid

cools to below its atmospheric pressure liquefaction temperature.

The present analysis is to obtain a method of calculating this

fraction of vapor produced. In deriving the following equation, we

have assumed that the process is adiabatic. It can be shown that

the process is also isenthalpic. Thus, we can equate the initial

and Zinal enthalpies of a unit mass of LNH3. Assuming no supercooling

of the liquid, we can write the enthalpy equation as

ih°1 fh° + (1-f) h' (6-1)
v

Ltere

f - fraction of released LN"K3 that vaporizes

h spe.ziic enthalpy (Btu/lbm)

A0  heat of vaporization at one atmosphere saturated condition

Puperecript a final (outside the tank) value (one atmosphere
pressure saturated condition)

superscript i - initial (inside the tank) value

subscript t = liquid

subscript v = vapor

Hence, f - (6-2)

Illustrative examples have been worked out for three cases ofIunk conditions, and the results are given in Table 6-1. Note that

the fraction of vapor formed increasea as tank pressure increases.
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Table 6-1

Vapor Flash Calculations for Three Tar Conditions

Heat of
(bh Vaporixstin

Ambient Tank Enthalpy of at atmosheric Vapor fraction (f)
Tempardture Pressure Tanl' Liquid plrezsure formed at

-WAF (_tu/Ibn) (Btu/lbm) 1 atm. presure

0 30.42 42.9 589.3 0.051

40 73.32 86.8 589.3 0.126

100 211.90 155.2 589.3 0.242

L 3

§ I!I I
I i
ii I

H
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l Z~a A computer program has also been written to calculate the vapor

fracuion, given the smbient temperature. The program utilizes an

" onla properties subroutine" to evaluate property values.

6.3 THZF*ODYNAVTC MODELS

6.3.1 Model TvPes

When ME 3 is spilled on water, it reacts with water in a relatively

small area and forms ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution and gaseous

ammonia vapor (G1.). T"ne reaction is quite rapid and, for all

practical purposes, beat loss from the reaction can be neglected.

Thus, the mixing can be considered to be adiabatic. The mixing process

can be modeled, using an equilibrium thermodynamic approach.

However, depending on the details of the mixing process, different

answers are obtained. This behavior is not unlike the differences found

between adding drops of water to concentrated sulfuric acid and adding

drops of sulfuric acid to water. In this section, the three different

thermodynamic modals that explain the vario,,s mixing reactions are derived

and discussed, The first case is most representative of surface spills of

LNHI3 on water. It can explain most of the experimentally observed phenomenon

with t:he exception of certain temperature measurements observed in the

larger size spill tests.

Case I. A "packet" of LN1H mixes with increazing amounts of water,
3

thereby undergoing dilution, and liberating a-monia vapor (GNH3 .

The ammonium hydroxide (NHdOH) formed mixes again with water, under-

going further dilution. The "packet" is assumed to be at uniform

concentration throughout its volume, and the vapor produced by dilution

Sis assumed to be removed out of the reaction zone.

A model derived on these assumptions is presented, and an expression

for the maximum vapor liberated by a uniit mass of LM., undergoing

infinite dilution is obtained. The results of the model are compared

with experimental data and discussed.

Case 2- A given mass of LN* 3 reacts adiabatically with a known mass

of water. The final condition obtained is an equilibritm state, with

the final NH 4OH solution in equilibrium with its vapor at saturation.
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The derived model presents expressions for calculating both the

total mass of vapor produced, and the tem~perature of the final mrixture

F(HE 4OR) for various final concdntrations. The results of this model
are compared with some experimemtal results.

Case 3. The rsaation is visualized to be between a given

mass of water anid increasing quant3ibies of IM 13 (a process quite the

opposite of Case 1). A model based on this precise has been worked

out and its results are given.

I 6.3.2 Continuous Water MHxipg (Case 1)

1Figure 6-la shows a schematic represezvtation of Case 1, in ;eblch

water is continuously mixed with NU40JI solut.on (istarti%~ with L±NH.1;

i.e., 1002 % O solution) uuder adiabatic conditiona anid at one

Fatmosphere pressure. As vapor is liberated, it is renoved from the

liquid, The solution remains saturated at its local cotdition at

all times.

The following equatiozs msy be written for the conditions of

the solution before and after iing with the -:raat.t "dNofw at

RefarririS to the control vol".ie (shown in Figure 6-1b) we have,

m m(c) iase of annonia (NHl 3 in the solution (NB4OH) at any
concentration

M mass of water in the solution

c cnetainof th NK0H solutiofn ____(6-3)

For th diino df asof water

Inta nthalpy o h syem m+HI~)+d

SIWhera I refers to the specific enthalpy of mixture at =iy concentration.
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Since the mixing is isenthalpic, we can equate equations (6-4) and

,6;5). Expanding I (c + dc) in Taylor series, simplifying, and rearrang-

ing using equation (6-3) gives

dm i E I dc (6-6)
aM c - )

(-c) dc

or alternacively

dId . [ -c-- w ]  (6-7)dc c ( c --- I I

where

heX = X(c) = Heat of vaporization of NH4OH at any concentration c.

The terms within brackets on the righthand side of equations (6-6) and

(6-7) are functions of only the concentration (and hence are obtainable

from the NH3 .-water system property data) and the condition

of the water. The two equations can therefore be solved (for a given
I

initial value of m, the mass of IL1H3) to obtain m as a function of

the mass of water added (M), or the NH4OH concentration (c).(4
Without loss of generality, and for the sake of a simple

solution, we assume m = I at c = 1 for the initial conditior!

i.e., a unit mass of LNH3 to begin with. Hence the total mass

of vapor produced, by the time the LNH3 is diluted to a concentration

c, is

m 1 - m(c) (6-8)! v
i dI
The jhysical meaning of the term I - c d (called "partial euthalpy

of water") in the righthand side of equation (6-7) is shown in Figure

6-2; the enthalpy of the saturated NH4OH solution at atmospherlc pressure

is represented by point E. Point D is the itersection of the ordinate

axis and the tangent (DE) at E to the atmospheric pressure enthalpy

curve, while BD represents the value of (I - c at the concentration

c. Point A on the ordinate axis represents the condition of water.
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Distance A]) represents the magnitude of the term (I a I )I IAs the UNH 3 getN diluted, the intersection point of the tangent line
with the ordinate moves up the ordinate until the point D coincides

with point A at a "critical concentration" c*.

cocetrtin(dilution) reut nthe liberation of vaport. i

For c < c*, Lm< 0; i.e., for a further dilution below :*, the

mass of ammonia in the solution should increase.

The last case is not allowable, because for that to happen some

amuonia vapor should dissolve in the solution. However, the basic

assumption in the model is that any vapor produced ise removed immediately

and is not a:llowad to redissolve. Because of this stipulation, dilu-

tion of the solution below the concentration c* results in unsaturated

KH 4OR solution, without, however, changing the mass of ammonia that is

in the solution at concentration --*. The solution temperature is no

longer given by the saturation temperature corresponding to the concen-

tration.

I Hence the maximum amount oi vapor produced by the above mixing

process is given by

Total vapor produced -m (c*)

mass of smmonia i±r solution after

Therefore partition ratio pvcomnplete mi(6-9original mass of ammIronia epilled

= JHtvc*)= M(C*)

-i The solution of equation (6-7) is obtained numerically by curve fittingI for the properties that occur on the righthand side. Figure 6-3 shows

tNote that vapor Is liberated when "dm!" is negative.
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the plot of the partial water erithalpy I - - plotted against the

concentration. The critical concentration is determined by equating

the enthalpy defect and the initial water enthalpy (for 70*F water,
C* M 0.46). The solution obtained in tems of total mass of vapor

liberated ia plotted in Figure 6-4 for two values of water tempra-

ture. The pa~tition ratios given in Table 6-2 were obtained for

two different water temperatures.

For any concetration c below c*, the temperature of the NH4OH

solution is not equal to the saturation temperature corresponding to

the concentration c. The following analysis indicates the method

used for calculating the temperature solution below c*.

IAs before, the enthalpies of the system before and after the

addition of a "dM" mass of water are equated. Hence we get

(m* + M) [1(c)-c (Ts t (c) - T)] + dM I(m +M [~) p w

Initial Enthalpy of System

(m* + M + dM) [I(c + dc) - c Ta(c + dc) - (T + dT)

Final Enthalpy of the mixture (6-10)

I where

Mi -=mass of ammonia in the solution when the concentration is c*
(This value remains a constant during the subsequent dilution.)

c = specific heat of N1,1OH solution (assumed independent of
P temperature and concentration)

Tsat (c) = saturation temperature at concentration

T - temperature of the solution at concentration c
I

i Also c M
e m* +N

and dM - d (6-)c 2
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Table 6-2

Theoretically 1Predic ted Partiticn Ratios
and K4axixum N ~ 4 C' Soluio.n Tampeature_

Haximuai
Mixin~g Te~nerature Concentration

Water Critical of. I.0OR at which Haxinm
Temperature Concentratiou Partition Solutlon Temperature Occurs

0 r ______XRatio-

32 50.5 0.775 40!30

70 46.0 0.735 70 0.0
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Expanding the terms on the righthand side of equation (6-10)

in a Taylor series, then rearranging and simplifying using equation

(6-11), it can be shown that equation (6-10) reduces to

satd (I-c (T -T)-I)
- dc W 0 (6-12)

Integrating the above equation and substituting the initial condition

that,

T =T sat (c*) at c =c

we obtain the following solution for the temperature

T(c) = T sat (c) + 1 ri-i) +(C*) (-3

This result is plotted in Figure 6-4 f or two water temperatures -

32*F and 70*F - along with the saturation temperature as a function

of the concentration. The result indicates that when cold water is

used, the maximum temperature attained by the solution is higher than

the -water temperature, and that for moderate and high water temperatures

no temperature rise is observed.

6,.3.3 Complete Adiabatic Miixing (Case 2)

In this model we again discusz the adiabatic mixing of LITE and3
water, but the feature that distinguishes this model from that of

Case 1. is its complete equilibrium between vapor (if produced) aud

the final N OH solution. The results are independent of the "path"

in which the final situation is attained.

Ii The basic aspects of the model may be seen in the idealized

experiment shown in Figure 6-5.

~ A certain mass of LNH3 a saturation (atmospheric pressure) and

d (I -cD( at T

a unit mass of water at gi ven temperature are kept inside an, adiabati..

cylinder, separated by an ideal membrane as shown in Figure 6-5a with
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the cylinder pressure maintained at atuosphsezic value. Arsome inatant,

the membrane is pulictured and the LN1i and water are allowed to mix,
3

react, and come to equilibrum to form an NH 4 OH solution of a desired

concentrLti-on. it is desired t11o find what initial msas of LN~H. is

needed to attain a specified concentration and to detfirmiue the triass

of ammnonis in the solution at the final condition.

Since the process is adiabatic and a% constant pressure, it can

be shown that it is also isenthalpic. if,

x mass of LNH 3 to be taken initially t,> obtain a final concentration c
VJ

M d mWz mass of water in the liquid phase and vapor phase, respectively,
in the equ'librium t2ixtura at c

£ vand M m mns of ammomia in the liquid and vapor phases, respectively,a a

then Twe czu write the follo-oing enthalpy balance equations.

~i If no vapor is formed

a c

in vht.cii case, the MR49solution forme:1 Is not saturated; and if

vapor Is formed

V V

To 4ralueate the vau fx equation (6-15), the s lorn

e~ditionai equietcas are used:

ZII

a a

and M, ('-c m
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wher R~c 18a factor obtained fr.,% -:iperty data.Ingerl

R << 1, so that fcr all practical purposes one can assume m 0

W

Sulbatitutrng the set of equatioua (6-16) in (6-15), aia knoving

all the enthalpy values from property data, rhe value of can be

evaluated. Partition ratio can then be calculated by

Ma (6-17)

~~ I Tiel no vapor is formed (which happens when smmll amountsj
of ammonia mix with large quantitics of water) the final iolution

obtained is not satue~ated. In such a case, the temperature of the

mixtur2 can be calculated from

ga~0t (+ 1~ 3 I 1(618T (1 I) (c)c+!

there m~ is given by equation (6-14). The tempa'rture of the soluti.on

wh.ich is in equilibrium with the vapors at eny concentratiou is equal

to thu saturation temperature corresp~ding to that concentration.

The reaults calculated for twc.r water temperatures are shouin in

Figre 6- an -. Fgr - hw h total mass of7w:te a
ne-essar *.9 aketheneeagryconcentration soluticu, starting

Uith a nitmas ofIM $ ad gvesthetotal NE3 vapor rd-c a

an- equilibrium concentratilont Figure 67shows rhe dependence

of ta equilibrii= te~parature and partitioa ratio on the final
concentratioz. it is notewforthy that a substantial temperature

ir-creae (above water temp era ture) ca euti h fnlcneta

tion 14 between 15 arnd 25Z.

m--' with a given quantity of water. An id-calized experiment, similar

to the one mentioned for Case 1, can be pe~ formad where instead of
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water mixing with NH4 OH, LNR. mixes with NH 40H solution, starting

with pure water (i.e., 300% NH4OH solution). The other conditions

=(adiabatic, immediate vapor removal, etc.) remain the same as those

given for Case 1.

An enthalpy balance equation can be written, and expressions

can be obtained for the mass of vapor produced, temperature of NH4OH

solution, etc. Detailed derivations are omitted, but the results

are showu in Figure 6-8.

The results of this model show that even though the

total mass of vapor liberated increases as the total mass of LNfl13
added increases, the partition ratio first decreases and thez increases.

This indicates that up to a certain concentration (about 4513 for

70*F water) the mass of vapor produced per unit msss of LNI 3 added

first lncreases and then decreases. However, the mait difference

between this model and the model for Case 1 is that in the latter

case the concentration of the mixture continuously decreases, and

after a certain concentration no more vapor is liberated. However,

in the model for Case 3, there is a continuous increase in the mass

of vapor liberated, even though the partition ratio itself reaches

a minimum, then riqes back to unity. This is because of the increasing

quantity cf LNH2 that is added.

6.4 HA.4Z0iS CAUSED BY SINM.ANC r LXI3 W.-RC E

6.4.1 introduction

A major quantity of ammonia is carried on U.S. inland waterways

in refrigerated barges in amounts exceeding 2500 tons. A. typical

2500-ton barge built by National Marine Service by Bethlehem Steel

is shoswn in Figsre 6-9. The barge has two, 40-foot-long, 18-foot-diameter

tanks, irsulated by thzee-inch-thick urethene foam and an 18-gage

g.lIvanized steel cover. The tanks are equipped with six-inch-diameter

pressure relief valves, preset to open at 10 psig. The valves are

pilot cperated and have no flutter when operating at the set pressure.
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If such a barge :.s involved in an accident, and then sinks with

the LNH3 tank, a serious problem exists. Depending on the amount

of tank insulation lost in the accident, a tremendous amount of heat

leaks into the LNH 3 from the water. The sudden heating of the LNH3

causes an increase in tank pressure and venting of liquid qr gaseous

ammonia (depending on the orientation of the barge).

The analysis presented here concerns the consequences of such a

disaster and whether the venting capacity normally provided is adequate

to prevent the tank over-pressure and possible rupture. The consequences

of an explosion releasing all of the remaining LNH3 at once underwater

are not yet very clear.

6.4.2 Problem Description

To evaluate the potential hazard posed by a submerged tank filled

with LNH3, we considered the "worst" of the several possible cases.
As shown in Figure 6-10, a sunken tank can assume a variety of orienta-

tions. The particular orientation depends on the position of the barge

after sinking (note that a full tank of LNH3 is buoyant, by itself).

The worst case Is the situation where the tank has been inverted duringI the sinking so that the relief valves are on the bottom of the tank

and must pass liquid to relieve the tank pressure. In such a case,
the dissolution of liquid ammonia in water takes place around the tank,

heats the water around the tank, and increases heat transfer rate I
to the tank. A temperature rise of 600 to 70*F has been observed
in a few instances in the test program. We also considered a situa-

tion where the urethene foam insulation on the tank was nullified by

detachment or permeability to water, and the relief valves were

malfunctioning.

The parameter of interest in this analysis is the tank pressure

as a function of time subsequent to irnersion in water. Such auxiliaryinformation as ullage volume, thickness of ice on the tank outer wall,

temperature of the tank contents, etc., vas also generated. Two

specific cases have been evaluated:
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* Initially, contents are saturated at 14.7 psia. After sinking,

the tank is inverted and releases liquid from the relief valves at

10 psig. The outside water temperature is 100*F, and all of the

Insulation is inoperative.

a A second case supposes that the relief valves do not open at

all and the tank eventually ruptures.

6.4.3 Model Formation

6.4.3.1 Assumptions

We have stated previously that the principal output from the model

is a tank pressure profile versus time subsequent to immersion in 100*F

water. In assembling a model of the tank's physical behavior, we

made the following assumptions:

* tank contents are always saturated at uniform pressure;

* static head of liquid is ignored;

* heat transfer to contents is uniform over the exposed area

of the tank outer wall;

* ambient water is at 100*F;

* flow through each of the two six-inch relief valves is modelled

as turbulent flow through a sharp-edged orifice downstream

from a long contraction region;

* relief valves are fully open at 11% over set pressure; and

* thermal capacity of the steel tank is ignored in comparison with

the thermal capacity of the contents.

f 6.4.3.2 Energy Equation

Three distinct physical situations might occur during the transient

Etemperature rise of the tank contents:

1. Relief valves are closed and both vapor and liquid phases

present within the tank;
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2. Relief valves are closed with the tank full of liquid;

3. Relief valves are open and mass flows out of the tank with

both vapor and liquid phases present within the tank.

For each of the above cases, the energy equation is written in

terms of the heat input rate and the increase in the internal energy

of the contents. These are given below, using the follawing nomenclature.

A - surface area of the tank (ft
2)

c - specific heat of water (Btu/lbm-*F)p
E - energy contained within the control volume (Btu)

hf . specific enthalpy of liquid (Btu/lbm)

h - specific enthelpy of vapor (Btu/lbm)

h - heat transfer coefficient, water to ice(Btu/hr - ft2 - °F)

hsf ,heat of fusion of water (Btu/!bm)

ki - thermal conductivity of ice (Btu/hr - ft - *F)

± - thickness of the ice layer (in)

mf - lif.id mass within the tank (ibm)

mv  vapor mass within the tank (Ibm)

P = contents pressure (psia)

time derivative of pressure (psia/min)

Q - rate of heat tranafer to tank (Btu/min)

t - time (min)

T = contents temperature ('F)

Tw  - temperature of ambient water (*F)

Uf = specific ivternal energy of the liquid (Btu/lbm)

,av  = specific internal energy of the vapor (Btu/ibm)

v W specific volume of liquid (ft
3 /Ibm)
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v - specific volume of vapor (ft 3/Thm)

V - tank voltme (ft 3

0- volume fraction of vapor (dismensiot.1es) 0 < 0 < 1

*- time derivative of vapor volume fractiou (Micm Rat
P, density of ice (lL-c/f t3

Situation 1 Relief valves are closed and both vapor and liquid

phases present within the tank.~ For this case, we defie a evatrol

volume aso shown in Figure 6-11, and vrite the First Law of thermoyramlcs

for the closed system. A
at cv

Expanding this we get

g~T InV tir drvaie o f ac voum (nd-20)we

a ? 1 Pv (IU+ m f (h (6-2 1)

P dv

v f d (1- (b22
+2 (h~P ) V 4

v v f vV V V v dP d VV
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where we have an equation in terms of , P, Q and the thermodynanic

properties of smmonia at saturation conditions. This is the -vst

useful formulation in terms of our interest in the vapor volme

fraction 8 and in Lhe pressure P as functions of time.

We need hn additional equation to make the problen aenable to
solution. Assuming we can later fori=ate the heat traqfer Q, an
additional relationship b,%cween 8 anid P is necessary. Conservation

of mass within the control volume requires that

- ( m 0 (6-23)

i.e., the total system mass is invariant in time. Ve can rewcrite this

equation as

(M +Mf (M+ 0 (6-24)

We know that may not be constrained to be zero, so! We know that = a.s

a. (m+ oa P rv+ rI) 0 (t-25)

7hi.s exp ression may be expanded to yield

_
~ + P v P - - = (6-26)

v Z 1 ? 2P a ,p VI aP 2 31

or, in another form,

2d" 2 d9 (6-27)
-- V f X

Now, we can relate 8 and P as follows:

at aP at a?
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Given an epression for Qwe can 801v for 8 and P as functions

of tie, given the two first-order differential equations in a and F

flituat-1ioa 2 Relief valves closed with the tank full of liquid.

In this situation, any head added wIll only serve to expand the liquid

further in the absence of vapor. The assumption of saturated contents

ow- requires that there be a finite vapor fraction existing to have two

phases in equiiiAbrium, but we may simplifY the results of Situation 1

for .0 << 1 in the interests of a stmpler solution. The equatizis then

reduce to

and + fd ~ ?~1i (6. 29)

Stityspeaking, the iuse of property values for thestuad

liudstate is not entirely valid,* because we'll be conaidering the
S compreseed liquid region when the tank becomes full of liquid.

j But thits form.lation wi.ll presme two-phase equilibrium in its use

of property values for the saturated liquid, while at the same time

allow easier solving for the case when 8 << 1.

Situation 3 Relief valves are open and liquid flows out ofthe

ta~,k. Here, we must const'der an open system (mase crossing the system

bcuudary) analysls of the tank. The First Lao~ -formulation is novi

Tt E~t) ut Q n h$ (6-30)

where

I a + M !6-31)
M oue at v f
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The left side of the equation, - (E ), becotes after some manipulation,
I cv

d . dv

+) .v f
V f

dvdv v
d hPdv aF - h h

2 - h . . . 2 (h y ° 2I -.

1610

+ - 2 v hf V , 2 (6-32)

iI

T r de n be expanded(

eqion ieds

dvv dv f

9t 2 2 ( f-Pf

Pv~ ~ hf-hffPdvV
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6.4.3.3 The Pressure Drop Equation

An additional equation is needed to relate B and P. and can be
obtained from an analysis of liquid flow through the relief valves.

If we model flaw through the two relief valves to be similar to
a turbulent floW through a sharp-edged orifice, downstream of a "long"

(L/P > 3) contraction region, we have for the pressure drop AP across
the orificej

AP o1. 45 f (m +m (6-35)
2A L vI

where the factor 1.45 is an orifice coefficient, and the cerm - M +mN T-t ( v  fr

is the negative of the rate of change of mass within the tank. Since~the rate of change is neSative for flow out of the tank, a negative

sign inserted above yields a positive AP as

AP - P- 14.7

where P is, of course, the absolute (uniform) pressure of the tank

contents, and 14.7 represents the absolute pressure of tte surrounding

water (also assumed uniforrz). After some manipulation, the equation

becomes

2'11 -r dvP

- ( P - 1 4 . 7 ) 2 . " v 2 v 6 - 6L t I +LI~ f (6-36)

A + 2
_1 1 IL.
V 7f )\ Vf)

This. along with the expanded energy equation, contitutes two first-

order differential equations relating the time derivatives of vapor-

volume fraction, 0, and tank pressure, F. Given a functional form for

the rate of heat transfer, Q, we may solve fot 8 and P as functions of

time in Situation 3, when relief valves are open and liquid flows out

of the tank.
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6.4.3.4 Suat Transfer from Water1When a tank containing cold !,-28*F) IM 3i is immersed in water,
ice beGins to form on the outer walls of the bare portions of the tank.

Figure 6-12 illustrates the ice layer a-ad the !'emparature dibtri-

bution of this aituation. Because of th3 high conductivity of the

metal wall, ve assume negligible temperature gradient in the wall.

I Beat is liberated due to water freezing and the subcooling of both

water and ice and the heat is transferred to the LNH3 By ignoring

the heat~ capacity of the ice layer anid wall, we can write the following

equation for the rate of heat transfer per unit area of the walit

k 32T (6-37)

where T is the temperature of the rank contents at: any instant of time.

' I An additional equation is neceazary to quantify the ice thickness

as a function of time. Considering an energy balance on the ice layer,

we have

ft-~ + fom water

This equation can be written in terms of ice layer thickneze,

heat of fusion, etc.; as

(32 - T)I[~ _( 321+ h A (T~ - 32) (6-33)
3- ~dt hf P (T-2) W

The eq'.stion can be rearranged to give an expression for the rate of

growth of the ice layer, in terms of the temperature of the tank contents,

k. (3 )-b T W- 32)

dt 32j(6-39)
dt +i . c 32)

i-All properties are "xpressed in Bri~lsh thermal unitn.
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FIGURE C-11 CONTROL VOLUME FOR ENERGY EQUATIONS
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FIGURE 8-12 SCtIEfAATIC DIAGRAMa OF TAE ICE FORMAT'.0N ON
THE OUTER WALL OF THE SUNKEN LNH3 TANK
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6.4.3.5 Governing Equations

In obtaining a pressure profile in time for the contents of the
tank, we need to solve simult-meously for the rime dependence of the
vapor volume fraction, 8, as well as the ice layer thickness, Z .

In general, then, the solution reduces to that of a set of three

simultaneous, first-order differential equations of the form:

p p f.E (P. , , P~ P, T, v,) Vf 3 h,. .t) (6-40)

at 2v A.(6-41)

f3 (1, a, lit T, v , VfI 2\ ,..t16-

where each time derivative is a function of valuee of all three variables

(but not their time derivatives), plus the thermodynmic properties of

ammonia at saturation. The thermodynamic properties may be correlated

as functions only of the saturation pressure, P, with the result that

each time derivative is a function of only the three dependent variables

and of time. This system of equations ig readily amenable to solution

on a digital computer using one of many numerical. techniques. Tibe

following section describes the particular computer program chosen.

6.4.4 Solution to the Governing Equztions

The governing equations that describe the preasure behavior within

the tank as a function of time involve the thermodynamic properties

of anhydrous ammonia. These physical properties were obtained from

reference (19) and are listed in Appendix A. Unfortunately, tabular

data is not readily amenable to use inl a numerical solution of the

gcverning equations in the preceding section; rather, an analytical

correlation is far more useful, particularly when calculating derivatives

of properties along the saturation curve.

In diference to computational ease, the teperature, specific voltmesI of the vepor and liquid, and specific enthalpies of: the vapor and liquid1 164



were correlated by curve-fitting the property value in a series oi

Chebyshev polynomials in saturation pressure. This technique

'is a standard one and yields smoo~th approximations of the functional

depend-nee of the property with respect to saturation pressure.

F- .. ty was fitted to the 5th degree in the Chebyshav polynomials

actory reproduction of the property value as well asj

j___jin of smooth derivatives through the range of pressure

(7.67 to 128.8 psia) over which the correlation is val A. Accuracy

Df the computer calculated property values was checked. Smoothness of

the derivative was assured, beca;.,e the calculatad first derivatives

w~ith respect to pressure are monutonic, with the second derivatives

(curviture) unchanging in sign over the range of pressure for which 'the

correlatior is applicable. SUBROUTINE APR1' contains the coefficients

yielded by the curve fitting, and serves to calculace property values

and first derivatives for a given value of the absolute pressure.

The system of three simultaneous first-order differential equati-ans

from Section 6.4.3.5 which describe the transient characteristics of

submerged liquid amimoniia tank, were solved v:.A a computer program

invoking one of the standard predictor-corrector techniques for numerical

integration of such a 3ystem. The program involves a short main program

and four subroutines, in addition to SUBROUTIvE APROF. The program

is extremely flexible in that it has the capability to vary the (time)

itep size during the integration to keep the numerical errors W~ithin'

specif led bounds. The program elesnenta are:

FUMSOiJTINE VPLOF C~lculates prope rty values and derivatiEves
given a pressure :~.t

SUBROUTINE FUNCT Evaluates time derivatives of vapor-r7olume

fraction, prersure, and ice 3ayer thickness at a particular time step,

given the property valueL frow. APR1'.

SUBROUTINE WUKU - Using a Runge-1,Qta technique, RUKU performs

a singls.-point integrati~on of the three dependent variables, given

Jenvatives fro, 'NCT.
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SUBROUTINE MILNE - Using the Milne predictor-corrector method, MILNE

iLtegrates based on a three-point technique using derivatives at three

points to find function values at a fourth.

SUBROUTINE DE - This subroutine is calld from the MAIN program.

Its basic function is error control during the integration. At the

start of tne integration, PE calls FUNCT (which calls APROP) for values

of the derivatives of vapor volume fraction, pressure, and ice layer

thickness at the origin. It then calls RUKU which performs a single-

point Runge-Kutta integration of this derivative to obtain the pressure,

etc. at the first, second, and third time step;, DE then calls MILNE

for a calculation of the dependent variables at the fourth and all

succeeding time steps, and checks the error in the predicted versus

ccrrected values. Should this error exceed that maximum acceptable

error specified in MAIN, DE will halve the step size, employ RUKJ

to get started again, and proceed. In the case where the error yieldud

by MILNE is sufficiently low (&s specified in MAIN), Dr will double

the stop size to speed up subsequent integration. Again, since the

stop size is changed, RUKU will need to be used to start the integra-

tion procedure again.

Figure 6-13 is a flow chart for the program that solves the governing

equations.

6.4.5 Results and Discussion

The results of the numerical solutions to the various cases are

discussed in this section. In all of the cases, it was assumed that

the heat transfer from water to the tank was over the entire surface

area of the tank ( o insulation).

Figure 6-14 shows the pressure-time history fot various initial

ullage volumes. After the pressure in the tank reaches 10 psig,

the reilef valve opens. The important observation that can be made

from the Figure is the duration of time (about 6-7 hours) it takes for

the tank pressure to reach 10 psig. This is indeed an important result
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in that it allows considerable amount of time in which to take action

following an accident and barge sinking. Also notice from the Figure

that for larger ullage volumes the rate of pressure rise is higher.

This is explained as due to the higher heat capacity of the liquid

compared to that of the vapor. The larger the amount of liquid, the

greater its ability to absorb heat, and the slower the rise in pressure.

The liquid expands due to heating and tends to occupy the ullage

volume. Figure 6-15 shows the variation of the ullage volwe with time

for different initial vapor volumes. If the initial ullage volume

is a very small fractioa of the total volume, there occurs a time during

the heating process when the liquid expands to comp etely fill the

tank volume. This is Gho-*n clearly in Figure 6-15 for the case of 2'

volume. However, in practice the vapor-phase volume is generally

never less than 10%.

In the event the relief valve fails to open, the pressure-time

history is as indicated in Figure 6-16a, assuming of course that the

tank structure does not fail. One can see that after the pressure

inside the tank reaches a value corresponding to which the saturation

temperature is 32'F, the ice laver outside the tank completely disappears,

resulting in a sudden increase in heat transfer. This has detrimental

effects in that the pressure rise becomes extremely rapid and eventually

the tank ruptures. The pressure rise in the post-ico-melt period i

shown in Figure 6-16b. Observe the time scales involved before rupture.

C6.4.6 Conclusions

A theoretical analysis of the consequences of the submergence of

a 2500-ton ammonia barge has been made. The main result of the analysis

is the tank pressure-time history. The analysis has been carried out

for the worst possible case, that of the tank inverting after submerging

with the relief valve at the bottom. Al. assumed in the analysis

was the total loss of the urethene insulation around the tank and the

formation of an ice layer on the outside of the tank wall. The follow-
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ing conclusions can be drawn from the results;

a The pressure rise inaide the tank, even when no venting in
taking place in the initial stages, is very lo4.

e The relief valve openiAng pressure (10 psig) is reached only

aft~er 6 to 8 hourE, depending on the initial nllage volume..

The larger the initial ullage volume, the quicker the time in

which this set presaure is reached.- Even so, the time acale

is of the order of several hours.

e If the relief valves open at the above pressure, the rate of

pressure rise dro3ps, eventually reaching zero, and even

negative values. That is, the relief vents provided areisufficient to cope with the problem.

* If the relief valves are stuck and do not open at all, there

results a time (after a long period) at which the pressure

increases very rapidly and reaches values higher than the

maiu llwbepressure (5pi)frteanwithin aIimatter of minutes. This may lead to disasterous results.

Rawever, even in this case, there is sufficient lead cime (of
the order ^f 300 to 400 hours) within which remedial %aeasures

can be taken.

In short, the design of the tank is such that it can wIthstand

several hours of submergence even without any insulation. However, a

word of caution is expressed in relation to the above analysis.

The whole anpalysis rests on the assumption that a uniform layer of

ice forms on the outer wall of the tank. If for srie reason the

ice does not form and there ie a large rate of heat to the tank, condi-

tions will bacome worse much sooner.

6.5 VAPOR DISPERSION

6.5.1 vspr igte ar ndthreor rse

Saturated ammonia vpris lg theanaianthrfe 10s

rapidly iihen relez~aed into the atesosphare. While risixng, the vapo r is
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also carried dounwind by the prevailing wind.* The latter phenomenon

is dealt with in this nection. The parameter of interest is the

dowvwind ground level concentratiou of a'~onia vapor.

Two models are given, one of which is applicable to the vapor

dispersion in a small-scale spill. In this, the lateral dispersion

caussed by the air-vapor mixing at the plume edges iv important and is

taken into account. The second model is applifcable to 14rge-scale

spills where the size of the cloud initially is so large that Lateral

dispersion can be neglected in comparison with vertical mix~ing. in

both models, we assume that the concentrations within the vapor cloud

can be represented by Gaussi±an profiles. Also used are the Pasquill-

Gif ford curves (1)for the description of the variances of these Gaussian

curves. The effects of local topology, variations in wind velocity and

direction during the cloud dispersion, meteorological condition varia-

tions, etc.* are neglected. (The rise of an~onia vapo: in air has

been modele"d and discussed in Section 5.)

6.5.2 Description of the Models

6.5.2.1 Continucus Spills (Model 1)

The concentration at any point downwind can be represented by

Ie [E Z Fr~hAI2 INU a.-" X4j+X 'Q~
y (X~ j fo c1 t2 Ui (6-43)

o for U t

where

; - iv mass rate of generation of aimaon-s. vapor

U mezn WITO Veloc Uy



h -height of the center of the plt--e above the grc'ad
(or water)

Iz - coordinate measured from the ground surface.

mcan be obtained if we assume a constant boiling rate of LM onit water and a 14-naar incrozse in area of spread ' 'th time. (See
Section 5.) z~ is dteri-ned frco, the plue theory (Section 6.?),
while aand a~ are obtained from the Pasqui31l-Giff-ird curve3 shown

in Figure 6-17a and Figure 6-17b.

In deriving the above equation, it has been azaumed that the vaporII is generated from a point source. Hence the equation ±s applicable
at large distances compared to the diameter- of the spill.

The concentration in equation (6-43) 1i; expressed in density

units. The relationship between vapor concentration and the conceutra-

tion in density units (c) is expressed in mole fraction Qx) of the air

(6-44)

where

-molecular weight of air E28.9 gza/mole

v Aolecular weight of vapor S17.0 _=!mole

The mass of vapor colle ted (m ) by an impinger wjith a voltume suction

rate of air of q is given by 2

2~ 2)-

myq 2o2 z2
[e y e(-41

m - tot.al m-ass of vapor liberared

gnd ytz -the cordinates of the Lmpinger vith respect to cicud cente~r

(z -0 is on the ground, and y 0 is at the cloud center)
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wn-

Iarg2.t Sp- I'- ~ ai ao Spills)*

ln karjge 5i tar-,neoae- spills, the vapor cloud formed ie so massive

that und:er ordinaryf wind conditions (less Zhan, say, 10 mph) the mixing

with ambient air is slowr. Consequently, vapors from larger spills will

rise to greater heights than the vapors from smaller spills, during

the same time duraption.

The dI _rtsin Of V-apo:rS from large spills depend to a great extent

on tL-e atmospheric condition. In neutral and unstable atmospheres, the

vapor cloud rises continuously as I~t disperses downwind. in stable

atmospheres (" inversion') the cloud center reaches a ceiling height and

from then ont disierEes almlst entirely in the horizontal directions only.

Th-is will occur because of the lack of atmospheric mixing process above

this ceiling height. From the Point of -view of ground level concetrations

oP vapor, the worst condition during stable atmospheric conditions occur

when there is- fumigation (1)taking place (that is, when good mixing

occurs between the ground level and the ceiling height, resulting in a

uniform vertical distribution).

Because of the relatively short duration in which even massive

- -(instantaneous) spills of LW-H evaporate and the compratively long

time it takes for the cloud to reach distances of the order of a

kilometer or more (in low wind velocities), the spill can be assumed to

3enerate all of the vapor instantaneously. To take this finiteness of

the source size into coasideration,i't is assumed that the vapor is

generated from a "virtual Point source"t located 5 po-ol diameters upwind,

Therefore, in the formulae given below the dispersion parameters (a's)

have to be estimated from the location of this virtual point source.

The following formulae are used for the two types of atmtospheric

conditions:

(j) neutral and uns3table atmospheres (See Figure 6-18)

2X-tlt + y" ____) ____4m ((~~ 2  2)(-) (~~cX2 Y, Z, 0 )/ 2 'P 2 exp 22 2 x 2

(6.46a)
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i.e., maximum ground level concentration at any x is

-h 
2

2a
2m 

2a z

r2 (6-46b)
~ground 3/2- 2 e

(2) y a z

where

h - the height of the center line of the plume at downwind
distance x, calculated by the method discussed in section
6.7.2.1

mv = mass of vapor liberated in the spill

(ii) Stable Atmosphere

There are several types of stable atmospheres. An excellent review

of the different types and their consequences on atmospheric dispersion

of pollutants is given in reference 18. The different types arise

because of the variety of mixing process that takes place in the

atmosphere depending on the time of day, solar insolation, location of

the area of concern (over water or land) etc. To calculate the ground

level ammonia vapor concentrations in stable atmospheres, it is necessary

to know the exact type of stability. In the discussions below two

extreme types of stable atmospheres are treated and methods for estimating

the ground level concentrations are given.

a) Stable: Fanning

In this type of stable atmosphere the temperature in the

atmosphere increases continuously from the ground up. The ammonia vapor

released from a spill rises to a certain height and then spreads

horizontally, with virtually no vertical dispersion. The ground level

vapor coucentration in such a case is very small. This concentration

is estimated by using the same equation 6-46b, after substituting the

ceiling height h. (calculated from equation 6-61) for the parameter h.

The values of a and o corresnond to those in stable atmospheres.
y z
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b) Stable: Fumigation

T n this type of stable atmosphere there ia good Laxing between

the ground and a certain height (ceiling height). Above this height the

atmosphere is inverted. Because of this mixiap, process be.low the ceiling

height the pollutants tend to disperse and increae the ground level

concentrdtions. In the case of ammonia vapor liberated from a grouind

level spill, the vapor rises till it reaches the ceiling height. Later

on the dispersion is primarily in the horizontal direction with the

vertical concentration distribution being practically uniform from the

ground to the ceiling height. From the point of view ground level Nd

vapor concentrations, this situation is by far the -4orst condition,

Given below is an equation to estimate this ground level concezivration.

grud 21T a 2 h 47
y

where
h =ceiling height

a y =horizontal dispersion parameter for unstable

condition (generally atmosphere C is used)

It is to be noted that the abtve ceiling heigt is aa

atmospheric parameter and has to be kniown before grqund concentration

can be evaluated. The maximum duration for which the ground concentration

level persists above any tolerable concentration C*, is given by;

max

t 42,'2 'y iEn jaround (6-48)

Specific example are worked out in Appendix C to illu.strate the

value of ground level concentrations obtained for a 3000 ton ammonia

spill, during different kinds of atmospheric- conditions.
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6.5.3 Discussion

The dispersion models presented are often used for predicting the

concentrat~ions downwind from a vapor source. However, most previcus

applications have bee-a to describe the dispersion of gases that are

either neutrally buoyant or are heavier than air. In the sections

just presented, we have attempted to describe the dispersion of ammonia

* vapor - a lighter-than-air gas - by tusing the same forulae, but including

the vertical rise of the vapor. The procedure essentially retains the

same turbulent mixing characteristics of the atmosphere while allowing

for the buoyancy driven rise of the vapor cloud. The metbod of calculation

* of the latter has been presented in Section 5.4.3.

Two models of vapor dispersion were presented: a modai that should

be used to describe the dispersion of vapor from a contirnuous Spill.

and a model for Intantaneous (large) spills. The molel to b-~ uspi in

a particular situation depends on not only the nature of the ap~1i but

also the relative tinoz of $gorcentratt(.n obeervation and "'vap-cration

of spill. The finitenens of the source area is accounted for by

assuming the vapor to be released from a point source located five pool

diameters upwind from the sjpill point. This origin sinift does not

significantly affect the estimation of .3afe distances for toxic concen-

tration lev;eln, a6 these distances are expected --o be large compared

to the maximum pool size. However, if the concentrations are very close

(virhin one or two diameters) to the spill Jie~ired, more appropriate

area source models have to be used. One of these merh 4- s described

* in reference 17.

Two extreme ex.amples of stable atmospheres have been discussed.

The need to distinguish amongst the various classes of stable atmospheres

arikes due to the buoyant nature of amonk.a vap~or. It is t'ecaxtee !: -

this plisno-nenon togelh-r with the variability of stable atmospheres

that a single equation can not a"euately describe the ground level

concentrations. As a consequence of the low vertical mixing during

frwnning aiiythie go:4concentrations will be extren' ly small.

However, rhe, cont:entrottion predicted by equation 6-47 for the furiigationA

case are hi~h ssd ahould bE construed as being exrtremely conssrvative.
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In most realistic situations, the ground level concentrations are

expected to be lower (perhaps by as much as an order of magr.±tude) than

that predicted. This should be so because, in natvre, the vertical

concentration distribution is rarely uniform and is more likely to be

peaked at the ceiling height. Also, there will be some, though not much;

dispersion into regions above the ceiling height. Together, these two

phenomena will contribute to lessen the ground level concentration

predicted by the fumigation theory.

It is to be noted here that no test was conducted during the present

program in a stable atmosphere and consequently the predictions by the

above equations could not be tested against experiemntal data from the

present series.

6.6 WATER DISPERSION

6.6.1 introduction

When liquid asm.onia is spilled on water, a considerable portion

of the spilled quantity goes into solution with water, forming ammonium

hydroxide (NH4OH). This NH4OH formed is hot and lighter than water.

Therefore, it tends to spread out on the water surface (a spread

velocity of about 0.22 ft/sec was observed in the laboratory-scale

spill tests). However, NH40H is readily miscible with water and

thus any mixing or stirring of the two liquids result ii a

diluted ammonium hydroxide solution. If the ammonia spill occurs

in a river or an estuary, the flow-created stream-turbulence or the

wave action is sufficient to rapidly mix the ammonium hydroxide

with wzter and dilute it.

The phenomenon of mixing is generally described theoretically

by the classical diffusion equations with one or more diffusion coef-

ficients. A zomprehensive survey of literature and the derivationa

of the equations from first principles are described in references (21)

and ( 22 ). Several investigators (Fisher 2 3 ), Hollcy and Harleman'24)

Thatcher and arleman( 21 ) have correlated, from experimental data,

the dispersion and turbulent diffueion coefficients for dispersion

in rivers, estuaries and other regions. The dispersion equations

derived are strictly correct for 7,eutrally buoyant, conservative (or at

best first order decay) substances. Though concentrated ammonium Iydroxide
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is lighter than water, the density of water containing low concentrations

of it will be very close to that of pure water. Also, even though some
vapor is generated during the dilution of NH4OH, the quantity of vapor pro-

duced is so sinall as to make the dilution process a mass conserved one.

The equations presented below predict the concentration of the

NIU4H solution. The spill is assumed to be instantaneous. The two

regions of water considered are a non-tidal river and a tidal

river.

6.6.2 Description of the Models

6.6.2.1 Dispersion in a Non-Tidal Rver

When LNH 3 dissolves in water and spreads radially, the 11H4OH

formed has a concentration gradient in the vertical direction. Figure

6-:'.9 shows the distribution of NH401 solution concentration at the

instant the LNH 3 spread is a maximum. Dye distribution observed in the

laboratory experiments indicates that a high concentration of MH,H0 i

at the water surfaae, decreasing to a very low value within a few

inches depth (three to four inches). The water dispersion models

all assume an initial uniform concentration (in fact, infinite

concentration for instantaneous spill) condition. For

such a hypothetica], uniform concentration region, we define

h - m

0 nR max, (6-49)

mass of LNH tnat dissolves in water
33P£ ip 3 density (0.628 gms c-.3)

R max ( maximum radius of spread of LNH3
man 3

h - thickness of a hypothetical, 100% concentrated radius-of-

spread equal to R I
In general, the value of h is very small (1.3 inch for a 3000-

ton spill with 50% partition) compared to the depth of rivers. Hence
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Distribution of NH40H Concentration

Water

Rmax

FIGURE 6-19 SPREADING POOL OF IKH40H SOLUTION AT THE
IN1STAN T THE LPJH 3 SPREAD IS A MAXIMUM
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the source can be essentially treated as an instantaneous area source.

Two models are discussed below.

I

The dispersion of ?R4OH can be visualized as follows. During the

initial stages, the spill pool of NU 4 OH is moving downstream at about

the same velocity as the surface velocity of the river. During this

period the H4OR is getting diluted by dispersion, ez-entially in the

vertical direction only. (The lateral and longitudinal dispersions can

be neglected if the spill diameter is 3f the ame order as the width of

the river.) After some time, the vertical distrib-tion of NP. OH

conc,_atration becomes essentially uniform. Beyond this stage the

dispersion is essentially longitudinal. Given below are two models to

describe the above two different regions of dispersion. In tl'e first

case -- called the near field anaiysis -- the finite area of the source

is accounted for. In the second case -- called the farfield analysis --

the concentration is assumed to be uniform throughout the cross section

of the river and dispersion to be predominently longitudinal.

(i) Near Field AE_alvsi8:

In the near field analysis we first propose a model in which the

area source is taken into accotnt toSether with the dispersion in all

three directions. This model is amenable to solution only on a computer.

Subsequently, we give a simplified version of this model i, wnich the

longitudinal and transverse dispersions of MH4OH are neglected.

Genervl Model: The concentration at any point within the river

at time t after the spill is given by

1
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equation (6-50", is in. densi.ty units.
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Table 6-3

Turbulent Diffusion Coefficients in a River"

Diffusion Very wide river, For narrow rivers
roefficients (w/d > 100) (vw/d < 10 0)Rers

0.067 u*d 0.067 u* Rh The e value is thc.
mean of the vertical

e0. 1 e. 0. 1 e. distribution given by
e= u*z(l-z/d)

Cy 0.1eC 0.23 u* R.

heeu* shear velocity 3.3 n Rh

Rh hydraulic radius stream cressectional area
wetted perimeter

n manning facto 0.01 < ni < 0.04

Uj mean stream velocity
f

* all quantities are in. F.P.S. units
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LSLnplified Model.- Neglecting 'the longitudinal and lateral dispersion

and assuming no edge effects and using equation 6-49, equation 6-50 can

be simplified to the following equar~ons.

With

U mean streami velocity

and for t ~ 2

ifh /17i e t < d/2 06-51)

tlr e zt 2 2 et
-. CO -n 7r(-d '
w~ater surface (2h ed(-2

P h/d + E n1 (nd (652

andc =0for t < t or t< t 2

At any point x dounistream this concentration would last fora

time of about 2R /U. It should be noted rhat the minimum concentrationmax
predicted by this above equation is equal to hid. However, in the river

the concentration goes below this value due to the longitudinal dispersion.

This is discussed below,

(ii) Far Field Analysis

In order to calculate the far field concentration value the following

equation can be used. Far field analysis results can be used when ita

equation 6-52 the term involving the summation of the expontially

decaying sine series is very smal~i. c'ompared to h/d.
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m (6-53)

2wd 5_tF

where

c - NH 4OH concentration (maximum)

E 77 n U R h 5 6 .longitudinal dispersion
coefficient

t - ime from the instant of sp-1ll

and other quantities are defined in Table 6-3.

6.6.2.2 Dispersion in a Tidal River

When ammonia spi.I is occur at the mouth of a harbor or

in the esturine regions, one =ust consider the tidal character of the

waterway in dispersing the a ,monium hydroxide formei.

For a constant cross-sectional area region with a Rinusoidal

variation in the tidal velocit7, superimposel on a stream velocity,

the following equation car, be used to predict t!,c concentration

do-ns tream.

r(X.t)+ UT {cocssCr

--here

M total mass of NH 4OH that is dispersing

Uf- constant stream velocity

U T - amplitude of sinusoidal wav2 velocity

6 - phase lag between spill time and high water slack time

a3 frequer~cy of oscillatiorua

E -longitudinal dispersion coefficient

A - cross-sectional area of the chann-el
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The concentration given by equation (6-54~) is the crose-sectional

area mean value,, Locel concentrationa can be obtained by a much more

complicated formulation of the dispers-on proble=. Al~so, the mass of

NH 4ORi generated is ass~ied to be uniformly distributed acrosa the

croas-sectional area ot the stre- at the initial thme. Because of

* these nastnpt~las, equation (6-54) can be u3ed to predict the concentra-

tion far downtream from the spill positioz. The lougitudinal dispersion

coefficient, E, is an empirically determined parameter that depends

on che flow characteristics of the river. in general, it can be

determined from the follow-ing formula:

E - 6usd5

6.6.3 Diacussion

The character of navigable waterways varies so much from place to

place that no one general water-dispersion model can be applied to

all places. We have presented three toodeles; flio for non-tidal

rivers, and the other for tidal regions. In all the moels, we have

asr.waed that the primary mixing agency is stream turbulence. The

equations can be used to predict the temporal averages of a=.aonit=

hydroxide concentrationa in a stream for instantaneous apills.

Different equations must be used for continuous spills, and many

such equations have been published elsewhere (reference 17 ). The

values of the turbulent coefficients, or the longitudinal-dispersion

coefficient, are based on the empirical correlaticons which seem to

correlate several experimental results, both in the labora..ory arAid n

the field '

IcThe models presented have, in some :zsas, L41tn i~t. account tL-

I - finite area on the water surface iron which NH OH spreads and8 mixes

In spite of the initial lower density of NH4 H solution (hence its

tendency to stay on the water surface), because tf its extr

I -miscibility and the -Mixing process In the strear, the concentration

of NU 40H is rap..dly decreased by dispersion in all directions. The

dilution process results in the liberation of a=monia vapor. lovever,

the quantity of vapor is small and diluticn of concentration less

- - than 50Z NH OF1 dots rzot release asmonia vapor. Therefore, we have

assumed that the procfts of dilution takes place with the total :rAss

of &=sonium hydroxide az a constant.
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it is pointed out here that during the present series of experiments
ammonium hydroxide concentrations were not measured. Consequently, the

result3 of the models suggested cannot be compared to any experimental

date. Hovever, these models have betn well established in the literature

az.d have been verifted against e. :Inental data..

6.7 VAPOR CLOUD RISE

6 7.1 Introduction

When liquid ammonia spills on water, rapid boiling ensues, result-

ing in the liberation of a cloud of NIL vapor. The cloud is lightera
than air and rapidly rise3 into the atmosphere, while at the same

time drifting horizontally on the prevailing wind. Vapor liberation

can be continuous, as in a continuous spill, or more or less in a puff,

in the case of an instantaneous spill. The two models given below

describe the motion of a maintained plume and that of a puff of vapor.

* (26,The plume rise model was developed by Slawson and Csanay
(27)

refined recently by Hoult et al. . The theory was developed

primarily to describe the behavior of chimney plumes. The puff model
(28)

is due to Morton et al. , and describes the motion of a suddenly

released cloud of buoyant gas. In both the theories, the motion of a

uniform density vapor in a stably stratified atmosphere is considered.

6.7.2 Vapor Cloud Motion Hodels

6.7.2.1 Plume Theory

A continuous stream of buoyant gas released from a maintained

source rises into the atmosphere. The gas mixes with atmospheric air

and is diluted, resulting in a continuous decrease of buoyancy. In

the initial stagea, the plume is carried vertically by the momentum

of exit gases. During the second stage, buoyancy forces dominate

the plume rise.
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Tf the atmosphere were of constant density, theoretically 'the

plume would kecp on rising. However, at a certain height in a stably

stratillei -mosphere, the plume, which is being constantly diluted

due to turbulent mixing with air, attains a mean density that is equal

to the outside air density. Above this height, the plume rise is

retarded by a negative buoyancy, but it continues to rise because of

upward momentum. However, after the plume has risen a small distance,

upward velocity drops to zero and the plume falls down, finally

reaching an equilibrium height. During vertical motion, the plume

is being dispersed horizontally by the wind.

The following equations describe plume motion. In deriving them,

Slawson et al.(6) and Hoult et al. (27) assumed that the rate of

turbulent entrainment of the ambient air was proportional to the verti-

cal velocity of the plume. Also, the plume was assumed to be circular

in cross section and have uniform density and velocity.

The following nomenclature describes the definitions of the various

symbols used in the equations.

b - radius of the continuous plume at any position

bi - radius of plume at the place of generation

Bi - initial buoyancy volume released in the puff = VgA

c - fraction of actual size for evaluating the position of the
virtual source (0.005 < c < 0.01)

d - distance along the plume beyond which the initial moment=
has no affect on the plume size

F - buoyancy flux in the continuous plume - bi2uigA v_
p ir t

g - acceleration due to gravity

- buoyancy length (used with a subscript)

- buoyancy length in the case of cloud rise -
c U

£ = buoyancy length in the plume rise - Fp/U 3
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R - radius of the sperical cloud at any position

S - stratIfication parameter U

t - duration over which & volume V of vapor is released

T - absolute temperature of the ambient air

u initial vertical velocity of vapor at release

U =mean wind velocity

V - volume of vapor initially generated

x - downwind distance

x* - downwind distance where the cloud becomes neutrally buoyant

z - vertical coordinate

z maximum height reached by the vapor cloud (or plume)

a - empirical parameter in equation (6-62) (generally - 0.093)

0 empirical parameter occuring in equation (6-56) (0..5 < 0 < 2.0)

A - fractional density defect: Pa

(la)v
3z absolute value of the potential temperature gradient in the

atmosphere

K - parameter in equation (6-62)

Pa - density of ambient air at the position of vapor release

pv - density of vapor at release

W Brunt Vaisalla frequency \-i Z
The Plume trajectory (in a constant density region of the atmosphere)

can be written as

- 3 1/3 2/3

_rP F la2)(6-56)

or zm((.5/02 ) 113 x/3 F 3  u (6-57)
p
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where B is an empirical parameter found to be in the range 0.5 < 8 < 2.

(Fay (29) suggests the use of 0 - 1, based on the analysis of a large

volume of chimney plume data.)

Physically, the buoyancy length, Ip, indicates the minimum distance

along the plume, measnred from the exit, at which the entrained fluid,

rather than the ejected fluid, is balancing the buoyant impulse of

the exit gases. The distance, d, along the plume up to which initial

gas momentum dominates the plume rise is given by (2 )

2

d U Lblg ](6-58)

Equation (6-56) was derived assuming that the radius of the "chimney"

at the eit of the gases is small. Essentially, the source was assumed

to be a point. However, if the vapor source is an area source (as in

the case of LNH3 spill on water) the equation can be easily modified

to account for the release from a virtual source. The height above

the ground of the center line of the plume can be represented by the
i equation for the virtual source by

z z 3(6-59)
P £p "

where I32( C)__ ( (6-60)

and z cb./a

z - effective radius fraction, for the finiteness of the source

(.005 < c < ,01).

When the atmosphere is stably stratified, the limiting height reached

by the plume is given by
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4.0 2 /3 (6-61)
-S

w~here S is the strat Uicatjon parameter related to the potential

temperature gradient in th~e atmosphere

Equation (6-56) describers the trajectory of the plume center

fairly close to the source, --bile equatiola (6-61) describes the

maximum height reached by the plume.

6.7.2.2 Puff Thecry

When t puff of buioyant gas ig released into the atmosphere, it

* behaves very much likse a buoyant gas plume. However, in the case of a

gas cloud, iAx-Ing with ax-bient air takes place over the entire

* surface area of the cloud. This leads to much more rapid mixing that

that in a continuous gas stream.

Morton et a!. (28) have derived the following equations to describe

the behavior of a buoyant cloud in the atmosphere. The cloud shape

is assumed to be spherical, and the initial momentum ard size of the

cloud at release are ignored. The cloud trajectory, in the corstant den-

sity region of the atmosphere, is

* 1/4 1/2

Z- 3i~i~ \ /(-62)

or in dimensional form

Z3 3 ~1/4 x1/2 B1/4 U-1/2 (-3

-while the radius of the spherical cloud is*

1 cc1/4 / 1l/2 (6-64)

L J
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where the value of the parametric group aK has been experimentally

determined to be in the range of 0.27 < ac < 0.34. Morton suggests the

use of a - 0.093.

For the riae of a cloud in a stably stratified atmosphere, the

follo ing formulae are used;

S(a) 3  (6-65)

and for the di:,tance dowrwind at which the vapor cloud first reaches

neutral buoyancy the expression is

C- I ------ (6-66)£c 2

The vapor cloud reaches the equilibrium height given by equation

(6-65) after several oscillations. For practical purposes, the steady-

state height is a distance about five times the distance indicated

in equation (6-66).

6.7.3 Discussion

The plume model is used to describe a continuous plume, and for

this model the height of the center line of the plume decrecses

inversely with the wind velocity for a fixed observation position down-

wind. The results presented by this theory have been found to correlate

all of the observed data for chimney plumes from power plants. The

theory indicates that the maximum height reached depends on both

the wind velocity and the temperature gradient.

The second puff model describes the ascent of a suddenly released

buoyant vapor macs. The height of rise of the center of the cloud

at a given downwind distaoce is proportional to the inverse square

root of the wind velocity. However, the maximum height reached is

independent of the wind velocity, and depends only on the initial buoyancy
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volume and the potential temp'erature gradient in tha atmosphere. It

has bo~en reported (1)that the result of equation (6-65) under predicts

by 30% the actual peak height reached by clouds generated by atomic

blasts. It has ben argued by ?4ortcn et al. (2)that such an effect

is due to the strong initial turbulent motion in the interior of a

cloud whoee surfr ce is relatively smonth and because of this, there

is very little mixing with ambient air. In effect, the cloud rises
as a bubble rather than as a mixing mass. Similar observations have

been made in the case of vapor liberated during qv'ieacent conditions

from the istantzneous spill of 50 gallons on LNH3 on water.

6.8 MMMEiAER RELEASE OF LIQUID AMO!NLA

6.8.1 Introduction

A liquid ammonia barge that sinks in water may eventually release

ammonia -4nderrwater. Depending on the orientation of the tqnk,

liquid ammonia or gaseovs ammonia may be released. When the liquid

is released, a plume of liquid ammonia r: ses towards the water surface

and during this rise a considerable quantity of LNH 3 reacts with water.

The primary concern of this section is to predict a "critical depth"

deeper than the depth at which all of the liquid reacts with water

before reaching the water surface if the liquid Ammonia is released.

Trying to model in all its entirety the above process of rising
ammonia plume which cantinuuusly reacts with water producing 1rapor

(which itself may dissolve in water at a site far removed from the

site of generation) is much too complicated. The fractio~n f1 the~

released liquid ammonia reaching the water surface might be a furiction

of the release depth, release rate underwater currents, mixing rate

between the water ard the ammonia plune, turbulence level in the stream

and the plume, effect of vapor bubbles on the mixing process, -it--.

The physical model presented below is based on the similarity between

a liquid ammonia plume rising in water and a turbulent difftisioi
flama . The model 449 based on simple dimensionsl arguments and gives

a method of calculating the "cr1 tical depth" to arn order of magnitude

only. f
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6.8.2 Details of the Model

6.8.2.1 Analogy with Turbulent Diffusion F~lamfe

The physical proce~seF- 9sociated with the arnonia, plume bear

striking resemblance to tf iffusion flame. if one conceives of NH 3
as a fuel, H 20 as i~n oxidi, ., and NPI OR as the combusion product,

the similarity is app-.rent. Water diffuses into the' LVH,. plume forming

a mixture of NH 4OH and NH%3 LNH3 diffuses into the water formfng a solu-

tion of NH 4OH and H 20. The mixing process also involves v release

of heat though the magnitude of heat release -.er mess of NH3 is clearly

much less than that associated with a comhustion proccss.

The modeling procedure becomes especially convenient because of

the analogy with flame. For the turbulent flame, it has long been

known that the flame height is a function only of the burner aiameter

for a given fuel. The height is independent of volumetric flow rate

If the flame height is considered as the length of the reaction

zone, then by analogy the mixing height of the ammonia plume would be

the height at which the ammouia would have achieved complete solution

in the water. If the release depth were greater rhan this mixing

height, one would expect no amnoaia to escap.e int.o the atmosphere.

In the following section an order of magnitude estimate calculation is

given for calculating the mixing height.

6.8.2.2 Derivatioa of Mixing Height Relation

The dimensional arguments fnr estimating the height of turbulent

mixing height start with the mass conservation equation:

U a__ 2 (6-67)I whe~c - some specie concentration
D -turbulent diffusion coefficien~t

U - velocity of flow in the axial direction of the discharge tube
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z - axial co-ordinate

z = cross axial cooridinate

The solution of the above equation will result in the definition

of a "boundary Liyler thickness of reaction zone" 6, which is of the

following order of magnitude

a %, 0 ( @ ) (6-68),

Assuming that the reaction zone dimension at the mixing height is

of the same order of magnitude as the pipe diameter, we have

6 % o (d) %A V ) (6-69) i

i.e., D O( 2 (6470)

In the case of turbulent jet from a pipe, the turbulent diffusivity varies

as

D -- 0 (U d) (6-71)

Substituting 6-71 in 6-70, we have

h 0 ( d ) (6-72)

Of course, application of the turbulent flame concept requires that

the flow from the pipe be turbulent. Calculations of the liquid

ammonia Reynolds number at the exit of a two-inch diameter pipe for

release from a 10 psig tank indicate the flow is quite turbulent.
Therefore, we can write a relation for the plume mixing height "h" as

h = A d + B (6-73)

where A and B a:e experimentally determined constants.
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6.8.3 Discussion

The result derived in equation (6-72) indicates that the length

of the LNH3 plume, before it is completely converted to NH40H is

of the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the pipe from which

it is released. Within the scope of the assumptions made, this ie an

interesting result. It implies that if the mouth of the discharge pipe

is at a depth greater than about 5 to 10 diameters of the release Dipe,

all of the LNH, would be converted to NH OH and no vapor would be

liberated.

Also the analysis3 presented has tacitly assumed that the turbulent

mixing in the -et is characterized by the turbulence in the pipe. How-

ever, this may not always be true. During the discharge of !AS3

into a stream, the stream turbulence itself may be very important.

Also to be considered is the turbulence caused by the rapid boiling

* phenomenon during the heiting Gf LNH3 by water.

Many other phenomena that may occur in an underwater release

have not been considered. These include pcssible explosions, limita-

tion of water quantity, water currents, etc. Further refinements

of the model will have to include one or more of these phenomena.
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,7. NEUTRALIZATION

7.1 iMTRODUCTION

The general characteristics of a spill cf refrigerated (-28°F)

ammonia on water may be described as follows. A spreading pool of liquid,

boiling ammonia forms cn the water. About half to three-fourths of the

total amount of ammonia spilled dissolves in the water by the time the

liquid has completely boiled away, forming a layer of aonium hydroxide

which Ls elevated in temperature between 5'F and 15'F above the ambient

water temperature. After the liquid amonia has dissappeared, more

ammonia will be generated from the anmonium hydroxide layer and vaporize

into the atmosphere. However the quantity of vapor produced is small

compared to the amount of vapor liberated during the boiling. The

thickness of the ammonium hydroxide layer is in the neighborhood of

a few inches, and the rate of spread is roughly a few inches per second

(radial increase), depending on the rate of spill. The maximum spread

radius is proportional to the three elghts power of the quantity of

spill. For example, if 3,000 tons of refrigerated ammonia were spilled

instantaneously, the rate of spread would be 2-1/2 inches per eecond,

the maximum thickness of the amonium hydroxide layer would be about

5 inches, and the maximum radius of the liquid pool would be approxi-

mutely 475 feet. The characteristics cf undetwater leaks are determined

by the leak rate and depth under water.

The dispersion of the ammonia vapor in the atmosphere depends on the

wind velocity and atmospheric conditions. Because of the extremely buoyant

nature of ths ammonia vapor, titere results a rapid rise of the vapor

cloud, following the spill. It is estimated that within about 1000feet

of downwind travel, the center of the vapor cloud from a 3000 ton spill

would reach a height of between 1500 to 1800 ft.

Estimate of the time of vaporization of a 3000 ton instantaneous
spill indicates that the entire boiling process lasts only for about

120 seconds. If therefore the time .f spilling of this 3000 tons is

larger than about 10 tinutes, it should be assumed that evapcration of

the spilled mass occurs as soon as the spill 'ouches the water.
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The approaches which can be taken towards corrective act4 on mn'y

be enumerated as follows:

A. Am~monium hydroxide solution in water

1. Diapersal

2. Containment

3. Air sparging

4. Sorptioni

5. Chemical neutralization

B. Ammonia vapurs

1. Dispersal

2. Wat,.. fog

7.2 AKW~NIUM HYDROXIDE SO'UJTION

The preferred me~hod of treatmevt for the ammonia dissolved in the

water depends on the specific situation. If the principal hazard is

due tc the presence of ammnim. hydroxide --*n the water, and the presence

of ammcnia vapor in the air is ef secondary tmportance, containment of the

ammonium hydroxide whle allowing evaperation of a-nia irom the water

to occur, or stripping of the azaonia f:rom the water by subsurface air

sparging, may be desirable. If thn reverse is the case and the signifi-

cant hazard is a-onia vapor in the air, it is important to prevent evapora-

tion by dilutiou, neutralization or absorption of the ammoniu hydroxide

in the water.

7.2.1 Diepersal

If the spill is on a river or any body of Hater where repid water

movement occurs, the NH.OH in the water will be carried away with the

curreni. If mixing occurs, which is likely under such condition3, the

dispersal will be enhanced by occurring in depth as well as horizontally,

particularly in the case where there is significant wave action.

The effects of the NH, 4 wH--ill be felt along the entire swept-out

path, although the severity of these effects may decrease with distance

dovastream due to the reduction of the 21H4 OH concentration as a result

of evaporation of NHil from the water surface and the mixing with larger

volumes of uncontaminated water.
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In the case of a confined c~lanne~l, however, a plug of NE 4OH may
sweep dn~wn the river with only a slight decrease in concenatration With
downSLraam distance.

Inl lakes or harbor areas where currents may be small, dispersal

may be enhanced by running sm~all vessels through the spill, utilizing

tiie turbulence caused by the propel.Lers and wake of the vessel to pro-

mote mixing wiith the water. Care should be takeni, however, to temporarily

bloick off water intakes, and it should be remembered that the NH 4 OH is

highly corrosive to copper, copper alloys, and galvanized surfaces.

Smaller spills in still bodies of water may be .ispersed with fire

h~oses (or any high pressure, high volume water hose) played onto the

NH 4OH layer from dock or shipboard facilities.

Since prompt action is required for dispersal of an LNE 3 spill,

the use of water hoses or the turbulent wake of a boat or vessel is

the only practical nl of achiev~ing rapid dispersal.

7.2.2 Containment

In lakes, ponds, or other less active bodies of -ater, the N~H 40H

layer may remain intact near the spIll location. If it is important

to localize the adverse impact due-.to the NR 4 M_ on aquati- life

floating boom such as is9 used to contain oil spills may be deployed

to contain the NH 4OR layer. The instantaneous spill considered above does

* not represent a realistic situption. In most cases, a 3,000 ton

spill would be the result of a tanker barge or vessel accident* and

the a ~nia would most likely be released over a period of time rang-

ing from minutes to hours. Consequently, the maxim=m spill diameter

would be substantially less that 1,000 feet. The KH 40H spreading

could probably be contained by 2,000 feet of boom. Placement of a boom

would allow a substantial fraction of the a nia to evaporate from the

N.H OH layer, and would allow the use of a neutralizing agent or of
4I

abaorption or removal of the NH CH or MR.

There are a large number (more than 65) of different types of

floating booms for containment of oil spills, (31) some of which would
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be suitable for containing an LXH3 spill. In the case of an LNB 3 spill,

it is important to use a boom which is rapidly deployable and is con-

structed of materials which are inert to NU4 OH and N3" It has been

otsered that the curreats in sheltered areas where most spills occur,

such as at piers, in ships, at bulkheads and in coves, are much smaller

than the hiSh velocity currents which occur in midstream at peak flow

period3. (32) It was found that a boom having a freeb.ard barrier of 6 inches

and a submerged skirt o. 12 inches would suit many spill sittiations ane be
rapidly deployable.

The following genersl performance characteristics are desirable

for an T.ff 3 containment boom:

i. The boom's fabric should contain the flotation pods. ballast

and vertical stiffeners, and be capable of withstanding

total tension stresses up t6 6,000 lIs without addiLional

chain or cable tension members.

2. The fabric must be resistant to NH4 0 , N 3 abrasion, solar

heat and ultraviolet radiation, salt waLer and anticipated

e-vironmental temperature extremes.

3. The boom must be toweble from one end at speeds up to 5 kn-ts

without dasage.

4. The boom should weigh less than 2 lbs per rumning foct and

cost less than $12 per foot with a -_in4mzm life epectanzy of

five years. It should be bright yellow in color to reduce

accidental damage by uninformed vessels in harbors. GrAb

handles should be provided on the top edge.

5. The ballast and float configuration should give stability

in 15 knot winds, 0.5 to 1.0 knot currents and 2 ft tmaves.

Although none of the manufacturers of oil containment booms appear

to meet all of the above specifications, several of them 32 ) could be

t
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considered for containment of LNH3 spills: Acme 0. K. Corral Boom;

Bennett 20-inch Harbor Oil Boom; Jaton Boom, Centri-Spray Corp.; Reynolds

Aluminum Oil Boom; Sea Curtain, Kepner Plastics Fabricators, Inc.

In cases of currents above the retention capability of the floating

boom, it may be desirable to divert the LNH3 spill to keep it from

vulnerable ahoreline locations or to guide it into an area where it can

be controlled and further corrective action can be taken.

Mooring of the floating boom should not be as critical for LIH 3

spills as for oil spills, since the duration of the spill is limited

by evaporation, and the full, twelve hour tidal variation will probably

not have to be accommodated by the mooring.

Bubble barriers or air curtains are not usually rapidly deployable

-and are not likely to be available in time to contain LNH3 spills. The

effect of such barriers would be to enhance evaporation of NH from the
3

water into the air.

7.2.3 Air Sparging

Once the LNH spill has been contained, it may be allowed to evaporate
3

frnm the water over a period of time, or a more active course may be

taken. If it is important to remove the contained ammonia from the water

rapidly and there is no significant hazard associated with transferring

the Nq3 to the atmoaphere, air sparging may be used.

Ammonia can be stripped from water through the use of large quantities

of air. Since the UI4OH layer is only a few inches deep and the power11 required for air ejection is directly proportional to the depth of air

ejection, the air bubble pipes should be suspended only a few feet below

the surface. For a four foot pipe depth, 2 psig air is required, and

the horsepower requirement is:

HP - 0.024 Q

where Q i& aii volume in cfm (cubic feet per minute), and compressor

efficiency and pipe and fitting losses have been accounted for. For

example, if the NHOH layer were 4 inches deep and 475 feet in radius

(3,000 ton spilled instantly), a 106 HP internal.-combustion-engine driving

a compressor unit would pass one cubic foot of air through each cubic
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foot of NA4OH every 56 minutes. This type of self-contained

compressor unit is common in construction work.

7.2.4 Sorpton

In some cases it is important to remove the ammonia from the water

without releasing it into the atmosphere. One way of accomplishing this

is by absorption or adsorption with solids. Absorption refers to the

containment of the ammonia in the bulk of the solid; adsorption refers

to the adherence of the ammonia on the surface of the solid. Both methods

are included in the term sorption.

At least half a dozen different sorbent booms have been developed

for oil spill removal; similar principles can be applied to ammonia. The

advantage of configuring the sorbent in the form of the boom is two-fold:

it may be towed over the spill repeatedly, which effectively circumvents

the problem of dispensing the sorbent; and it may be placed on board ship

or towed to a clean-up area after use, which reduces the difficulty of

collecting the used sorbent. Since the depth of the NH4OR layer is only

a few inches, the sorbent boom will penetrate the entire layer and practi-

cally all of the NH40H should come into contact witb the sorbent material.

When the sorbent boom is saturated with aemonia, it must be removed

to a clean-up area where the ammonia can be removed and the boom be readied

for further use as required. Ammonia removal may be accomplished by

washing the boom with water, squeezing the sorbent material to remove

NH4OR, allowing the NH3 to evaporate into the atmosphere, or heating the

sorbent material to promote evaporation of ammonia. If the sorbent

material is low cost and readily available, it may be disposed of in

sealed containers or by chemical treatment.

The sorbent material in sorbent booms is generally contained in

porous bags, cloth or netting. The sorbent materials must have a preference

for absorption or adsorption of NH3 or NlH4OH rather than water.

The practical difficulties in the use of a sorbent for large spills

lies in the quantity of sorbent, or number of aorbent boom deployments

required. Sorbent capacity is generally stated in terms of a retention

ratio, or ratio of weight of NH3 Laken up to weight of sorbent. With a
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retention ratio of 2, a 3,000 ton spill which dissolved 2,000 tons in the

water would require 1000 tons of sorbent or 500 passes with a 2 ton sorbent

boom. For this reason, the use of a sorbent may only be practical forX
small spills. It should be noted, however, that the sorbent is generally

inactive chemically, and should not present a hazard in storage, handling,

or transport.

7.2.5 Chemical Neutralization

The NH 0H layer may be chemicalyneutralized by the addition of an

appropriate chemical to the water. However, there are major difficulties

associated with this type of corrective action, and these are discussed

below.

Quantity. The neutralizing agent must be used on a mole for

mole basis with the ammonia to completely neutralize it. For a 3,000

* ton ammonia spill of which only 2,000 tons dissolves in the water, 4,300

tons of HC would be required. Neutralizing chemicals are not normally

available in these quantities.

Dispensing method. The neutralizing chemical must be dispensed

in a uniform and controlled manner throughout the NH1OH 'layer. If this is

not accomplished, additional neutralizing agent may be required and con-

centrations of excess neutralizing agent may occur and cause additional

adverse conditions in the body of water. It is difficult to dispense

the agent uniformly dispensed over the water surface, it must still mix

or diffuse through the NH4OH layer to achieve optimum effect; uniform

mixing may be inhibited by density differences between the neutralizing

agent and Nd4OH or by the kinetics of the chemical reaction.

Heat generation. Most of the neutralizing agents that could be

used wit-h NH40H would cause exothermic reactions, and create a significant

temperature rise in the surface layer of water. Although some of this

heat may be removed by evaporation, convective air cooling and radiation,

some of the heat will be removed by water convection. The adverse effects

of the increase in water temperature must be taken into account.
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Reaction products. The most likely product of a neutralizing

reaction is a salt, i.e.: NH4Cl if HCI is used. Most of the a monium

salts that would result from use of a neutralizing agent are soluble

in water, and would be difficult to remove from a large body of water.

The adverse effects of the dissolved salts must be considered in the use

of a neutralizing agent.

7.2.6 Safety

Most neutralizing agents are hazardous chemicals which must be

stored, transported and handled with caution. The circumstances

surrounding an LNH3 spill allow little time for adequate practice of

safety procedures; the use of a neutralizing agent can represent a

new hazard comparable in potential adverse impact to the original

LNH3 spill,

It appears, from the above discussed difficulties, that the use of

a neutralizing agent is not the preferred corrective action for an LNH3

spill, except perhaps for very small, confined spills.

7.3 AMMONIA VAPORS

Depending on the particular situation, it may be dkirable to disperse

the ammonia vapor into the atmosphere, or conversely, to trap the ammonia

vapor by water (or other means) and remove it from the atmosphere. For

a 3,000 ton spill of lYM 3 on water during a one hour period, about 1,000

tons of ammonia will be generated during a period of 120 seconds. Subse-

quent to the complete evaporation of the liquid ammonia pool, provided

no corrective action is taken with respect to the IH4OH in the water,

ammonia will continue to evaporate from the water surface to the extent

of 1,000 tons during the next. few minutes, for quiescent water conditions.

7.3.1 Dispersal

If a strong wind is blowing, the ammonia vapor will be dispersed

into the atmosphere, leaving little alternative as to any possible

correction actions. This is true regardless of wind conditions since

the cold ammonia vapor is always lighter than air. Little can be done

to prevent rapid dispersal of the vapor cloud.
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II7.3.2 Water Fox

if atmspheric conditions are such that the ammonia vapor is not

rapidly and naturally dispensed, it may be desirable to attempt to

remove it from the atmosphere. Probably the ost affective way of

achieving this goal is by the use of a water fog or water spray. Equip-

ment for generating substantial quantities of a dense water fog could

be developed utilizing the principle of the cooling (to near ambient

temperature) of a warmer, water aaturated air mass, and using mechanical

blowers or fans to direct the fog through tha ammonia vapor. The

result would be the formation of a NH4Oq fog which, as it cooled, would

condense and fall into the water surface where further corrective action

could be taken.

If specialized water fog generating equipment is not available,

gire hoses could be utilized (with spray nozzles, if possible) to play

streams of spray or water through the ammonia vapor cloud. This would not

be as effective as a water fog, and might create the additional problem

of forming a liquid ammonia aerosol by splashing the LNH3 (if the liquid

ammonia pool has not yet completely evaporated), which is more difficult
1 4

to remove with the water spray than is the ammonia vapor.

7.3.3 Sorption and Chemical Neutralization

The use of solids to absorb or adsorb the ammonia vapor may be

'inreasonably difficult. The only possibility would be the use of a

pulverized or dust-like sorbent which could be projected through the

ammonia vapor cloud by a mechanical blower. However, large quantities of

sorbent would be required (on the order of 500 to 1,000 tons for a

, 3,000 ton spill), and the problems of availability, transport, and

subsequent clean-up of the sorbent from the water appear to be major

objections to this type of corrective action.

I The use of a chemical neutralizing agent is even more unlikely

considering the difficulties discussed above in Section 7.2.5. The

hazards associated with spraying large quantizies of a neutralizing

chemical through the ammonia cloud appear to be greater than the

benefit that might be gained by neutralizing the ammonia vapor,
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A P

This appendix contains the thermodynamic properties of anhydrous

armonia Table A-i (taken from reference 33), gives the important
property values. Tables A-2, A-3 and A-4 (from reference 19) give

respective.y the boiling points and the liquid and vapor enthalpies,

al sfuuttions of pressure. rigure A-i is the enthalpy concentra-

tion diagram (1) or an amimonia-water system.
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Table A-I Important Properties of Anhydrous Anmotia

Cemical ormula ..................... NH
Idolt-culat 70

olcul r, ght ......... 2............4... ._.. .......... 17.03

Bolling Temperature at Atmospheric P:esswe, F ..- 28.0

Freezing Temperature 24, AtmespherIc Pressure, F..... A108

Critical Temperatue. F ....................... ;. 271.4

Ctilcal Preasure, psia 1657

Critical Density, lb per cu ft ................. ........ ... ..... 4.6

Density of Liquid at -28.0 F, lb pej cu ft ........................ .. ............. 42.56

Specific Volume of Saturater Vapor at -28.0 F, cu ft per lb.. ..... ..... I.CO

Specific Heat of Liquid at 86 F, Btu per (Ib) (F) ................................. 1.143

Specific Hest Retie (c /C.) of Vapor at 86 F and

One Atmosphere Pressure ....................... ....................... ... 1.29

.Themnal Conductivity, (Btu) (ft) pet (sq ft) (hr) (F):

Saturated Liquid at 32 F .................. 0.29

* Saturated Liqui at 86 F ....................................... 0.210 (Avg.)

* Vapor at One Atmosphere Pressure at 32 F ................ 0.0128

Vapor at One Atmosphere Pressure 21 86 F ............. ... 0.0145

Viscosity, Centipoises:

Saturated Liquid at 5 F .......................................................... .......... 0.250

Saturated Liquid at 86 F ........................................................................ 0.207

Vapor at One Atmosphere Pressure at 5 F ............ ..... 0.0085

Vapor at One Atmosphere Pressure at 96 F ............................ 0.0102

Relative Dielectric Strength of Vapor at 84 F

and One Atmosphere Pressure (Nitrogen = 1) ................... ...... 0.82

Color ............................................................... ; .................................................... Clea: and water white

Odor and Detection ..................................................................... ................... Irritating odor. readily

detectable by smell.

Bun, ing sulphur used for

locating leaks.

Flammability Limits (Per cent by volume) ......... ................. 16 to 25

Toxicity, Underwriters' Lsberatcries Classification ............... Group 2
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Table A-2.-OILING POINTS OF AMMONIA-WATER MIXTURES AS A FUNCTION OF
SATURATION PRESSURE

SatraiurID-_rztmoOr

101.7 49.5 12 5 -!.5 -40.5 -6%.o -83.5 .0 - . . -10 .-.- :5.,-70..1 : :oS g:'226. 72.5 0 .. -2 4- _ . -7. 50
4 153.0 99.0 61:0 29.5 2.5 : 0 -62.5 J5 _.
6 170.1 16.o 77.5 45-5 16.0 -10.o -1.o . -50.5 -55.o0 57-6

a 252.9 30,V 5 26.5 0.0 -21.5 -33.5 41.0 -46.0 -48.6
2:5 .. _26.o: -.. -41.310 193.2 0 00.0 -3.5 .2 -33.5 -36.5 -41.3

12 202.0 19-5 207.0 73.0 20 15.c -6.5 :19.0 -27.0 -32.5 -35.2
15 21. 15:. 117.5 -3.3 5 2.5 10.5 -18.5 -2t.0 -27.3
20 228.0 173.0 132.0 97.0 6. 6.5 3.5 1.5 -7.5 -33.0 -16.6

P 240.1 14.5 143.5 108.0 4:6l.5 2.5 11.o 1.5 -4.5 -8.0
30 250.3 19:5. 25'.0 17.0 5 o ?0:2 3'. 9.5 3"5 -0.65 -0.6

25 290.5 162.0 15.5 10 5 0. 22.5 5 90 5.9

1 33 282.50 236.05 2950 1.5 12.)025 8.0 72.5 37.50 1.

27.22.0 26.5 5 96.0: a 71.5 1.7
52 285 0 225.2 2082. 1.55.0 o . o

1 54,0 2.0 1.0 .. 0 276.5 222.0 128.5 1515 7.5 109.5 97.5 8.50 32.2
31o 7..0 20'zo 26.5 180.5 2.0 13. .5 00 1 9.5 93.0 89.7
3 27a .5 3. 0. 1 . 17 10 .

33.129.o 2.o 8.5 V.2"...5:o ,. .

2).:5 196: -18.0 1-5 7.0 .

210 385.9 W37.0 2820C 4.5 20 17.0 1.0 2.28.0 1. 99.
220 328 32750 291.5 2B35 15.0 20.121:5 19.0 13:5. -5 195 102.
230 33% .0 249.5 21.0 1150 14.5 .21.5 12.5 .0 75 5:5 62

20 314153259.50220.503.08.0 162.0 143.5 3,30.5 121.0 113 1 6.0
3; 47.8 25.0 207.5.0 191.0 16. 146.5 1335 12. 160

359.0 3140 266.0 2.0 135 16. 100.5 13.5 2.0 1784

150 N • 30.5i 259-5 217.0 19.0 17.0 12-2.5 lC5. 0 93-.5 85.0 78.8

10 36 32.0 213.5 265.o 2.0 196.5 17.o 2.0 97.5 18.5 12.9
4 317.0 270.0 226.5 187.5 19.0 172.5 13.5 101.5 93.0 8

37342.1 36722 1.0 274.5 230 .5 202.0 1 7 15.0 157.0 140 133.5 825.0

190 233 3. 0 220 5 27.95 234.0 196.. 1.5. 121.5 1o6.5 0 .5 9.1

200 1 372.5 24.0 2.850.0 .0 1425 22. 1o,. 9.

0 35.9 335.5 288.0 282.5 202.5 7.0 .0 162.0 128.5 106.5 9.2-

22 99 3-95 n-5 250 2-3.5 175.5 149-5 -131-. 1.5 10.01 131.2350 331 343:? 32. 28. 5. 1. 8. 5.5 153.014. 235

?W 346 5 3.5 25 253. 5 229.0 120 15 730 13 9.5 1S. 5 39.

354 150.0 301.5 256.5 217.5 225.5 196.0 17Lo 127.5 1 14.

410 44.0 35.5 304.5 299.5 26o.5 288.0 162.0 17.5 165.5 21.0 113.6

42O 4 07.8 356.0 3027.5 262.5 22 .0 191.0 26 .0 16.5 13.0 5.5 116o.
I 450k14.1 39.5 34o.5 326.o 224.5 290.5 202.0 183.5 139:. 125.5 1B.%
m0 414.2 0.0 313.05 267.0 232.5 200.0965 55 171.0 159.5 121.3

450 . .5 16.0 271.5 26.5 19. .5 172,5 15. 5 5 113.2

"0 480.5 67.5 319.0 31.0 2: . 5 205.8 175.0 16.0 15.020 42.3 7.0 32: -5. P 1. 0 20.5 55 15.5  16. 13 2T-
47 16.2 72.5 313.0 270 8 .0 2 50.0 1. 10 16.5 15742.0 37c.5 326.5 2a2:5 243.5 2055 162.5 3%.o 151.5 .10 i31.2
350 431. 0 79.0 39.5 35 0 75.5 2 212.0 35.0 166.5 253 i2.0 132-5

90 4.3841.5 303 31.5 2 77.5 22.5 214 17.0 169-o5.0 13A i85 ~ .9

37 -47.0 383.0 34-.0 -.9)0.o 251.0 217.0 1-39.5 111.o 151-0 !46 0 137.1I
"% a 6 3 . -5 22 5 2535 290 L1_5 130 139.5 !391. 2

?o 29 9.0 39.0 295.0 25 .5 221-5 193-5 175.5 !61.5 150,0 141.4
C; 44.6 390.5 341.5 297-:5 2._ -C 2..5 96.o 177-5 163 .5 15.0 1i.3.5

500 467.0 .2-5 34- 393.5 2.6o5 244.5 216.0 197.0 .2 15.0 165.6
*0 49.- 395.0 o 36. o 302.0o 262.5 228o 200.0 99o 5 167.:0o 155. 17.64 51.7 397.5 38.5 -5 30 .5 26o.5 230-5 202o 163.5 !5.9.0 157.5 149.
NO 4.o 0 :o 5 5.0 3o.5 267.0 23.5 2or.:o :8.5 171.0 159.5 15.3
4 50 '56.3 MI 0 .53.0 30.9.0 269.0o 234.5 206.5 187.5 i73. o 161.5 153.1i
- 46 .58"5 404.o 5 355-5 311.0 2,.0 2 6-5  ?08.5 189..5 175.0 0 154.96.

,p 46 4.0 37.5 31i.0 273. 0 28.5 210.0 191.5 177.0 161:54.0 ,o2:o %0 . :o , -5 15.5 2,.5., 20.5 212.0 193.0 "78. 16' If:o
490 464.3 411.5 e-2 17.5 277.5 2%2.5 214.0 195.0 35 .:5 16.
500 1 467.0 414.0 3,;.D 319-5 279.5 24.5 216.o 197.0 182o0 170.0 161.6
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AFP ENHD IX B

BUOYAN4CY OF~ AMMNA. VAPOR - ATI MIUTIU WMT

AZROSOL FRACTION AS A PARAMFER

IntroductionIWhether a gas cloud rises in air (and if so, its rate of rise)
is determined by the relative densities oi the gas cloud and

the surrounding air. The information about the buoyancy of the cloud

is importan~t im determining its dispersion i:. the atmosphere.

Pure armenia vapor is lighter than arnblenic air, even at the low

saturation temperature (-28*F). However, when the ---Onia vapor

is liberated froza a boiling pool of li1quid amsonia on unater, or ou land,

liquid droplets of LNMH. are thrown into the vapor chase in the form of

aerosols. The density of such an aerosol laden ai~oaia vapor is3 =-re

than that of pure vapor. Alao because of the affinity of a3~wnia

for vater and its reaction with water, several phenomena take platee

when moist air mixes with aerosol laden a=onia vaoor. The air is

cooled, because of the vapor's low temperature, rcau.lting in the

possibility of water vapor condensation. Armenia may go into solution

with water, liberating heat. A part of this heat goes to hea. the

mixture of the gases and another- part to evaporate the liquid droplets

of armonia. The final equilibri=- conLdition dapends on the relative

amounte of aerosol, hmidity, the air temperature, and the mass ratio

of vapor to air.

To obtain the final mixture condition f or NH 3 P vapor mixing with

moist air for any given initial conditions, is an extrezely difficult

and involved process. oeetobaisoeaicuerann;

Firnslly, equations are devrelopad tc describe the mixing process with

noist a'Lr and an approach to the solution Is discussod.

2.18
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1) Mixing of Saturated Ammonia Vapor with Bone Dry Air

To obtain the gaseous mixture density, the mass balance equac±on

and energy balance equations are written and stlved for the final

equilibrium mixture temperature. Knowing this temperature, the mixture

density is obtained. In deriving the equations, the following

assumptions are made:

* All equations are derived on the basis of one unit mass of

bone dry air;

a The gases are considered to be perfect gases;

e The final mixture is in a pure gaseous state (no droplets);

a Total pressure is one atmosphere.

Let F = ass of cold ammonia vapor (including the aerosol) mixing

with unit mass of air;

F Fraction of the mass of ammonia vapor which is in the form
L

of aerosol;

I = Enthalpy per unit mass of any substance (subscripted);

T = Air temperaturea

Ti = Initial vapor temperature (saturation temperature)
i)

Tmix = Temperature of the air vapor mixture.

a) Mass Conservation

Mass of air + mass of vapor mass of final mixture

b) Energy Conservation

Since the total pressure is a constant, the ernrgy conservation

equation becomes the enthalpy conservation equation, i.e.,

Ia (Ta) + F [FL I(sat) (T) + (-FL) I(sat) (Ti)] V Ia (Tix)a Lliq y ap a mi

+ F i(sat) (T (Bl)vap Mix

219
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The air-vapor mixture temperature is obtained from the above

equation.

c) Equation of State

R R
p - P -2T P - T W

a ] mixz mixa "mix

where
ii (1+ +F) ai

!,vL a( V + F lia) (M3)

R - universal gas constant

u

p - atmospheric pressure

11 - molecular weight

If the gases can be assumed to have constant specific heats,

then equation B1 can be rearranged to give

[c T +F (c T_ - L X)]
T U 1, a-~ F (M4)
Mix -FC + c ]

pv p,a

where c's are the constant pressure specific heats and X is the average

latent heat of veporization of liquid amonia.

Also from equations B2 and B3 we get

Fractional Density Devlation A - - ) [_Ta (+ - - (B5)

liv

It is noted that physically the mixture temperature cannot oe

less than the saturation temperature of a&onia at atmospheric pressure.

Thia condition imposes an upperbound on the acceptable value of the mass

ratio of vapor to air (F) for a given fracLional aerosol mass in vapor.

By substituting Tmix Ti in equation B4 and rearranging we get

for the critical F,
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c (Ta - Ti)

R = .__a (B6)C XF L

and F < F

Substituting B6 in B5 and using the numerical values for the

molecular weights of air and ammonia

[T a  (l+F )

c " T (1 + 1.6985 F) (B)

Figure B-I shows the fractional density deviation as a function

of vapor air ratio (F) with the aerosol fraction (FL) as a parameter.

The critical F value and the Critical A values are indicated for each

F . The buoyant and nonbuoyant regions (i.e., A negative and A positive,

respectively) are indicated as also the forbidden region consistent

with the mixture temperature condition.

Figure B-2 indicates the mixture temperature for different F and

F values.
2) Mixing of Saturated Ammonia Vapor with Moist Air

in formulating this problem we assume that:

The mixing of air and vapor is adiabatic.

* At equilibrium condition after mixing, the mixture contains

air, ammonium hydroxide solution, water vapor and ammonia

vapor. The last two components are in equilibrium with the

ammonium hydroxide solution.

* The ammonium hydroxide solution is in the form of aerosols and

does not precipitate out.

* The volume occupied by NP4OH drops is very small.

The total pressure is constant.

e A unit mass of dry air hasis is used.

221
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Let

M - mass of gases other than air in the vapor phase (only waterv

and a= nia)

ML - mass of NH4OH liquid droplets formed

x - mass fraction of water in the liquid

y - mass fraction of water vapor in the watee vapor ammonia vapor

mixture (air excluded)

Wi - initial mass of water vapor in air

Pa - partial pressure of air in the mixture of gases

V volume of the mixture

a) Ammonia Ass Balancev

(1 - x)ML + (1 - y)H - F

b) Water Mass Conservation

X ML + Y ,

c) Phase Equ librium Relation

y - f(x, TMix . p - pa

d) Partial Pressure of Air

R_uT
pa V 1 Tmix

- e) Volume Relation

V v

V

where

p (x Ti, P)V V mixt P  Pa

224
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f) Relation Between Mass of Vapor and MasS of Liquid

M
L f(x, T p - pa)

g) .nergy Equation

Initial enthalpy of air + Initial enthalpy of saturated anonia

vapor - Final enthalpy of mixture

The above form a set of seven coupled. equations for the seven

unknowns: ' , M Pa' x, y and V. The solution of these

equations for given initial values of F, wi and Ta is extremely

difficult. However, in principle the solution can be obtained provided

the functional relationships connecting the various parameters for

an amonia-water system are known completely.

I

X

I
I

I

iiiI!
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APPENDIX C

HAZARD ASSESMENT PROCEDUIS AND

APPLICATION TO SEVERAL SPIL SIZES

Introductio~n

The proedures for calculating the hazads caused by a spill of

liquid anhydrous viam (LM 3 ) are presented in this appendix.

The procedures ar-. illustrated with epecific numerical examplas for

the spill of 3,000 tons of LNH3 on water. The examples include the

calculation of vapor concentration at ground level in section 1, and

in section 2 the calculation of amonium hydroxide concentration in
water. At the and of each section, plots are given which facilitate

quick hazard assessment for several spill quantities and environmental

conditions.

Section 1: Vapor Dispersion
The procedure for calculating the ground level vapor concentration

can be aummarized by the following steps:

1. Calculate the maxcimum radius oi spread (Figure 5-7)

R

2. Calculate the mass and volume of saturated vapor liberated

* using the value of the partition function, the mass of

liquid sptlled, and the density of vapor.

3. Calculate the fractional density deviation of the vapor.

4. Calculate the buoyancy flux (section 6.7.2.1) and then the

buoyancy length. Knowing this and the do-wwind distance,

the vapor plume rise can be obtained.

5. Knowing the value of the potential temperature gradient

in the atmosphere, calculate the stratification parameters

(see sect.ion 6.7.2.1). From this the ceiling height z.
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tu -ich the cloud risies can be obtained. Note tb~

cloud reaches a ceilin3 height only In stable atmospheres

(atmiospheres E and F). Also, in the casa of fumigation

type of atmospheres, the atmosphere should be considered

to be unstable up to the ceiling height. Thin latter

ceiling height should be obtained from weather detia

(see section 6.5.2.2 ii).

6. For the height of rise of cloud, use the smaller of the

values obtained in steps 4 and S.

7. Obtain the effective downwind distance x 6 ~ by adding to

the actual distance 10 times the maximm radius of spread.

8. Obtain the dispersion parameter values (a's) for the

appropriate atmosphertc type, at the effective distance,

from Figures 6-1z7a and 6-17b.

9. Using the appropriate formula dependim4. on the type of

atmowphere, obtain the ground level co--centrations.

The procedure is illustrated bDelow with a spepific numerical

example.

Data

Density of liquid ammonia at -28*F 42.56 lbs/ft 3

.3
Density of saturated vapor at -280F 0.05556 lbs/ft

Ambient temperature 68.0 O

Density of air at 680? 0.07488 lbs/ft 3

Mass of LNH 3 spilled instantaneously Hk 3000 tons

4- 6 0 h

Volume of liquid V 41.0O56 x 10 gallonsi

Partition ratio (assumed) p 0.6

Liquid regression rate (see page 126) y 3.89 x 1G-. f t/6
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Calculations0. 

7
Maximum radIlts of spread R - 2.5 (Sal) 0 3 7 5  453.75 ftFigure 5-7)ma

Mass of vapor liberated (l-p)M, - 2.4 x 106 ibs
Volume of vapor liberated V - 4.32 x 10 ft3

Fractional density deviatiou A - (1i -- 0.318
of LN-H3  Ow

Fractional density deviation At (1- ) 0.259

of vapor Pair

Maximum vapor liberation rate m - R2 p y(l-p)- 1.713 x 104 lbs/sa maxX

Time for complete evaporation t e '2 - 123.4 secof Lfl 3 (equation 5-5) 1 y Y L

a) Dipersion of Vapor Under Unstable Atmosphere (c

Wind velocity (assumed) U - 20 knots w 33.8 ft/
Dou-wind distance at which ground x= 5 km 2.7 nautical miles
level concentration is needed

Buoyancy flux F (see section 6.7.2.1) l 432 X -7x 32.2 x 0.259
p w x 123.4

" 9.29 x 105 ft 4 /s

F
Buoyancy length t - --  - 24.0 ft

, U 3U
3

Height of rise of center line of z 3.3x2 ft
vapor cloud (equaticn 6-56 "ith
x in feet)

2/3Hence z - 3.3 x (16400) 2130 ft

Effective source distance
X " x + 10 R - 20936 ft

max

Dispersion parameters for x , in 1837 ft
atmosphere c (see Figures 6!]7a y
and 6-1"/o) a15

z 21050 f
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(set equation 6-46b) (2w)1' 5 18372 x 1050

1.1 X 10 lb/ft3

Coucentration in ppm - 1.1 X 10 x (22.825 x 10

- 251 ppm

b) Di ersion in Stable Atmosphere (F)

Potential temperature gradient 5 °K/1kMI in the atmosphere (assumed) mph

Wind velocity U 7. ft/s

Atmospheric temperature 288 0K

Buoyancy length () 2389 ft
p U3

Height of rise of center line of
vapor cloud in a distance of x z 15.3 X2I3 ft
feet (see equation 6-56) 1

SBrunt Va'salla frequency W 1.304 x 10-  rad/s !

~(see page 193)
~7.3
Stratification parameter S W- 0.234

(see page 193) 2389 x 1.304 x 10 -

Hence the maximum height z 2389 x (.234) 989 ft
reached by the vapor cloud
(equation 6-61) given by the
plume theoryt 5

Dow-wind distance at which xV 520 ft
this maximum height is raachad

Downwind distance at which nautical

ground level concentration is x 0  miles

needed (assumed) 60,800 ff

Effective distance x x + 10 R - 65,337 ft
e max

Dispersion parameters for o 1640 ft
atmosphere F at the distance 1

a 197 ft
x (from Figures 6-17a and -
417b)

TA5 already discussed in section 5.5 (page 128), the behavior of a vapor
cloua liberated by a massive spill is likely to be more accurately
described by the puff theory. However, because of thp lack of data
for massive spills of LEH 3 and in order to conform to the findings of
the present test program, we use the more conservative value given by
the plume theory; that is, zM is assumed to be 989 ft (instead of s

1710 ft given by puff theory).
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2

Therefore grouad level concen- m 2 x 2.4 x 0(219
tratLon (equation 4-46b) (21) 3 12 x 16402 x 197

e -20 .0625  lbs/ft3

- 0.044 ppm

c) Dispersion Under Stable (F): Fumigation Condition

Assmning a ceiling height h 1,000 ft
(this has to be obtained
from weather data)

Downwind distance - same x 10 nautical
as in case b) miles

Dispersion coefficient at a 4,900 ft
effective distance (xe ) for
fumigation condition
(atmosphere C) from Figures
6-17a and 6-17b)

Hence ground level concen- 2.4 x 106
tration (see equation 6-47) -

2w x 49002 x 1000

= 1.59 x 10-  lbs/ft

= 361.0 pPm

The ground level concentrations for various atmospheric conditions

are plotted as functicns of downwi-nd distances in Figures C-I, C-2, C-3,

and C-4 respectively for 100, 500, 1000, and 3000 ton spills. The

curves for atmosphcre F indicate the fumigation condition, which is

the worst condition as can be seen from the examples in b) and c).

in calculating these stable atmosphere curves, the ceiling height

for each value of spill was evaluated from the plume theory asauming

a temperature gradient of 50K/ki. It is recalled here that undcr

fumigation conditions, the ceiling height depends on the weather and

as such has to be obtained from weather data. Therefore, the curves

given for atmosphere F are to be used with care and where necessa',y

have to be recalculated using the proper ceiling heighK data.
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Section 2: Water Dispersion

Introduction

The ammonium hydroxide (IM4OH) formed by the dissolution of LNH3

in water is dispersed by molecular diff ision in quiescent water and by

turbulent mixing in flowing streams. In the case of flowing rivers
and stremas, the downstream NH4Oil concentration is calculated by using

the water dispersion models.

In this secti.on, numerical examples are given, indicating the

calculating procedure to obtain the NH4OH concentration. A 3,000-ton

surface spill of LU 3 is covnidered.

In the examples shown below, both the near field and far field

calculations are indicated. The near field approximation gives INH4OH

concentrations in the immediate vicinity of the spill. The far field
model is used for distances beyond which there is no appreciable

vertical mixing. Because of the nature of the assumption made in

the derivation of these two models, there is bound to be some

discontinuity in the values of NH4 OH c.ncentrations predicted by the

models in the common regions of applicability. Hencep proper judgment

has to be exercised in interpreting the concentration values obtained

in these regions.

Calculations

In the ca.culations shown below, the following assumptions are
made:

* Even though a~nonium hydroxide is lighter than water, we assume

that this does not have any significant effect on the dilution

process.

* No evaporation of the ammonium hydroxide takes place during

dilution.

* The spill Ls instantaneous.
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Spill and enviro=mental conditions:

Quantity of Spill - 3,000 tons 6 x 106 lbs
106 gallons

Density of LNH3  42.56 lbs/ft3

Partition Ratio 0.6

Location of Spill In the middle of a
nontidal river

River width - 1000 ft

River depth - 50 ft

Roughness factor for riverbed 0.03
Mean velocity in the river w U .3 ft/sec

Downstream distance at which 0.5 nautical miles
maximum concentration is to be 3,000 ft
known for near field approxima-
tion

Downstream distance at which maximim 1 10 nautical miles
concentration is to be known for s 60,000 ft
far field approximation

Total quantity of 100% ammonium 0.6 x 6 6 - 3.6 x 106 lbs
hydroxide generated in a
surface spill 1000 x 50
Hydraulic depth of stream Rh 1000 + 10 45.45 ft

Shear velocity (see Table 6-3) u 3.3 x .03 x 3 x (45.15)1/6
- 0.16 ft/s

The concentration at any point downstream of a surfnce spill is

a maximum on the water surface. For the near field analysis, the

source is considered to be an area source because of the rapid spread

of LNH3 on water. For underwater releases, at sufficient depths all

of the LNR3 should be assumed to dissolve in water. The location of

the maximum NH40O concentration downstream for underwater release is
£not necessarily at the level of the release. This is because of the

buoyant nature of IH.4OH. However, for large downstream distances, the

location of release hardly influences the concentration.
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I ~ ~Near Field Approximation x 30
Time at which concentration is maximum - 00-100 sec
at x -3000 ftU 3

Eatimated turbulent diffusion coefficient e. 0.067 x 0.16 x 45.45
(see Table 6-3) for narrow river -0.49 ft2/sec

Maximu radius of spill, R y 2.5 (gallons spilled) 0 .375

~454 ft

Equivalent thickness of 100% concentration -3.6 x 10o6

NH40H layer (see Figure 6-19 and equation 42.56 x v x (454) 2

Hazimlum NH 4OR concen~tration (see -0.144 lb/f t 3

equation 6-!52) 2300 ppma 2300 mg/i

Far Field &Pproximation

It can be seen tUhat the near field approximation gives a constant

concentration for sufficiently large time. This occurs because the

* derivation of the equation neglects longitudinal disperaion - the only

mechanism by which dilution will take place once the vertical distri-

bution of NH 4 O in the water becomes uniform.

Therefore, fAor concentration predictions at long times, equation

6- is used to allow for longitudinal dispersion.

Longitudinal dispersion coefficient E -23.3 RhU*
(see equation 6-55) -23.3 x .16 x 45.45

-169.4 ft2/sec

Time at which coticenltration is - E=60,1000 -20,000 sec
maximum at 7. - 61,00LV f t

Maximum NH OR concentration 3.6 X 106

(see equation 6-53) 1000 x 50/irti x -169.4 x 20,000

- .011 lb/ft3

- 177 ppm =177 xng/l
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F ' 1Discussion

I To facilitate a rapid hazard asseGament of the water pollution
from an LN% spill on water, Figures C-5 through C-8 are drawn. These

Figures indicate the maximum NH 4OR concentration as a function of the

downstream distance in nonttdal rivers. The atre-v width is treated

as a variable in addition to the spill q~uantity, The stream depth is

kept a constant at 50 feet.

Th plt wr generated using the tw model: ilsrated earlier.

models is provided using sul-jective judgment (to give conservative

concentration estimates).
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Surface Spill Quantity: 100 Tons
10,000Stream Depth: 50 Feet
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Downstream Distaice (Nautical Miles)

Water zOispersion Hazard Assessment Plot for

Surface Spill Quantity of 100 Tons
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Sqrface Spill Quantity: 500 Toils
Stream- Depth: 50 Foot

10.000

0. 1,0001A III

It I
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.1 110 100
Downstreamn Distance (Nauticai Miles)

FIGURE C-6

Water Disper*3ion Havard Assessment Plot for

Surface Spill Quantity of 500 Tons
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SurfaceSpii! Quantity: 1000 Tons

10,000Stream Depth: 50 Feet

IJT
0C

30

~~1 100' '

Downstreamr Distaner(Nui1 ict

FIGURE C-7

Water Dispersion Hazard A~sesswent Plot for

Surface Spill Quanitity of 1000 Touts
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Surface Spill Quantity.: 1000 Tons
Svrem D~pth: 50 Fme

10,00

0if
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FIGURZ C-8

Wae Dipri.f azard Aaeszmert Plot for

Surface Spill Oiant'ity of 3000 Tons
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